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To the Trainer

The pressure to expand community capacity for prisoner reentry efforts is building just at the time that neighborhood opposition to such community programs is growing.

You are about to embark on a mission to help turn the social tide in favor of rehabilitation and crime prevention. By sharing its vast wealth of wisdom and experience with SITING CAMPAIGNS, ICCA intends to smooth the pathway to creating new programs and expanding existing programs and facilities. This initiative will benefit community corrections programs, probation and parole offices, treatment centers of all types, and the broader world of criminal justice.

Expanded community capacity is needed to meet the needs not only of reentry efforts, but also the expanding realm of diversion programs that serve as alternatives to incarceration in the first place.

The U.S. and Canada face tremendous challenges in enlisting public support for achieving public safety and cost savings through expanded community corrections programs. You are an instrument in meeting those challenges with the valuable, time-tested and useful resources included in this ICCA Siting Tool Kit.

The Training Manual

This Training Manual contains all the materials you will need to conduct your workshop presentation. This is your personal copy of the Training Manual to modify and mark up as you see fit. Additional materials may be found on the ICCA web site, www.iccaweb.org.
READ THIS TRAINING MANUAL THOROUGHLY, WELL IN ADVANCE OF YOUR WORKSHOP PRESENTATION. BECOME THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR WITH ITS CONTENTS.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to consult with Jane Browning, the ICCA Siting Project Director, at browning.jane54@gmail.com, 410-693-1040.

**Workshop Format**

This training workshop may be formatted to meet a variety of conference presentation configurations. Ideally, the workshop will be conducted in either a half-day or full-day format. However, the material can be adapted and adequately presented as a 2-hour or even a 90-minute workshop, if necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop Segment</th>
<th>Full-Day (7.5 hours)</th>
<th>Half-Day (3-4 hours)</th>
<th>Two Hour Workshop</th>
<th>90-Minute Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductions</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>35 minutes</td>
<td>25 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ICCA Siting Tool Kit</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>35 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Lunch</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with the Public</td>
<td>3.5 hours</td>
<td>1-2 hours</td>
<td>35 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap-Up</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The audience should be small enough that the presentation can be interactive throughout, with give-and-take between the trainer and the audience members who will most likely be highly experienced community corrections professionals themselves and will have valuable insights and experiences to share. This framework calls for great discipline on the part of the trainer to manage the flow of communication, however, so that no one monopolizes the conversation. Naturally, the longer the presentation time allowed, the more interaction is possible. A 90-minute workshop will not allow for more than a few questions and answers during the wrap-up section of the presentation.
**Workshop Description**

**ICCA Training Workshop on Siting**

*Date/Time/Location*

This is a workshop on how to use (and how to train others to use) ICCA’s new Siting Tool Kit. Learn how to put these new resources to work for you in overcoming neighborhood opposition to new or expanded community corrections programs and facilities.

“Second Chances: Keeping Neighbors Safe” is a project of the International Community Corrections Association funded by the Public Welfare Foundation operated by a committee of ICCA leaders who are veterans of many siting campaigns. The Second Chances Tool Kit offers the collective wisdom of the ICCA membership representing the many “lessons learned” over decades of building community support for prisoner reentry.

- Get instruction in the Step by Step Guide to Siting
- Receive Case Studies, Research Synopses, Fact Sheets, Testimonials & more
- Review, provide feedback, and carry home a Tool Kit CD including a professionally developed Power Point presentation for your local use
- Learn how you can train others in your state and region on using the Tool Kit

**Workshop Presenters:** *Name and title of Trainer and co-presenter(s)*
Target Audience

Who Should Attend?

The ICCA Siting Tool Kit workshop is intended for local prisoner reentry partners, i.e.

- CEOs and business developers within community corrections agencies, including halfway houses and other residential programs; day treatment centers; work release programs, etc.
- Chief Probation and Parole Officers
- Sheriffs and jail administrators
- Treatment facility operators
- Community mental health providers
- Public Health agency personnel
- Job training and employment placement professionals, esp. One Stops
- TANF administrators and providers
- District Attorneys
- Police Chiefs
- City Council members and other elected officials
- City and County Zoning, Planning, and Budget Department Heads
- Veterans Affairs providers
- Homelessness and affordable housing advocates
- Faith leaders
- School and other social workers
Learning Goals and Objectives

Goal

Participants will leave this workshop with a package of useful, tested methods and materials for successfully siting new and expanded community corrections programs, and with the knowledge of how to use these resources effectively in their own local siting campaigns.

Objectives

1. Workshop participants will understand the nature and degree of mass incarceration in the United States, its causes and cost inefficiencies, and the ensuing prisoner reentry crisis.

2. Workshop participants will understand the range of models of community-based alternatives to incarceration and how they operate, and their track record with regard to reducing recidivism rates, and other performance measures.

3. Workshop participants will understand the barriers to fully developing community capacity for prisoner reentry and their causes.

4. Workshop participants will master the knowledge of and skills for building community support for prisoner reentry as exemplified in the ICCA Tool Kit.

5. Workshop participants will increase their knowledge of resources, materials, and methods for conducting local siting campaigns.
Room Set-Up

The room should be set to accommodate anywhere from 10-30 people. Depending on the conference setting in which the workshop is being presented, you may be able to determine ahead of time exactly who your participants are going to be; more likely, you will be able to determine roughly the number of people to expect.

The training room should be of sufficient size to hold five (5) round tables set for six (6) people at each table. If your workshop space is extremely limited, or if the number of people scheduled to attend the workshop is small, you could ask for two or three round tables set for six people at each table.

The tables should be set in a circle or a “U”-shape to enable the trainer to be in the center of the group.

The training workshop requires an LCD Projector (the ICCA Second Chances project owns a small LCD projector that will be available for your use), and a projection screen. The hotel or other conference site must be asked to provide the screen and the necessary electrical hook-up cables and wires. You will need to make arrangements with ICCA to ship the projector to you to carry with you, or directly to the workshop presentation site where you will have to pick it up from hotel storage.

You will need to bring your own laptop computer to hook up to the LCD projector in order to run the Power Points and CD-ROM containing needed materials.

Also needed for the workshop presentation will be at least one Flip Chart with markers. A second Flip Chart might also prove to be useful, especially if you are working with a larger group.

“Just in case,” provide several legal pads for sign-in and/or note-taking, a stack of blank name badges, and a handful of pens and felt tip markers.
In summary, the room set-up must include:

- Space sufficient for a group of 30 people, maximum
- Round tables set in a circle
- An LCD projector (ICCA will provide this to the trainer)
- A projection screen
- LCD projector/laptop electrical hook-up
- Laptop computer (the trainer will have to bring his/her own)
- 1 or 2 Flip Chart(s) with markers
- 3-4 legal pads
- Name badges
- Pens and markers

Refreshments

Check with the conference planners to determine when coffee and other refreshments are going to be served. If there is no scheduled coffee service and your workshop is going to be 2 or more hours in length, arrange with the conference planners to have coffee/decaf/tea served in your workshop room at the beginning of the workshop period.

Lunch: If you are running a full-day workshop, you will want to make arrangements with the conference planners well in advance for in-room service of a box lunch at noon or 12:30 p.m., and take 30 minutes out of the schedule to accommodate a lunch break. Have the servers leave the food in the room so people can snack and have drinks throughout the afternoon.
Training Materials and Hand-Outs

Included in each section of this training manual, you will find materials of use to you in making your workshop presentation. These include two Power Point presentations and a variety of articles you can draw from to whatever extent you like and that time allows.

Please make a careful study of these materials well in advance of your presentation day. This is your personal copy of this Training Manual and you may feel free to mark up pages, copy them in larger font for easier reading, or rearrange pages to best suit your presentation style.

The CD-ROM

Included in a pocket of the Training Manual binder is a CD-ROM that contains the workshop Power Point presentations, along with various other relevant documents. Practice running the CD on your laptop in advance of the presentation to familiarize yourself with the contents, and to be sure the CD is compatible with your computer.

If you are co-presenting with another trainer, spend some time on the phone a few weeks ahead of your scheduled presentation to work out the logistics, i.e., who is bringing the laptop, who is handling which sections of the training, etc. Go through the Training Manual together.

The Handouts

At the back of each segment of the training workshop outline, you will find a set of “tools” (materials included within the Tool Kit) that correspond to the section under discussion. For instance, a full set of the 10 Case Studies included in the Tool Kit will be found in the ICCA Tool Kit Section in the Case Study segment.

YOU MUST MAKE A COPY OF ALL OF THESE HANDOUTS FOR EVERY PARTICIPANT IN THE WORKSHOP (FROM 10 TO 30). PUT TOGETHER A HAND-OUT PACKAGE FOR EACH PARTICIPANT.
You may refer to these “tools” in a show-and-tell manner during the course of the presentation; they are intended also to be handouts to the audience participants. It will be up to you to decide whether or not to share these materials with the participants as you discuss them, or to give them all out at the end of the workshop. It might be useful for people to have them at hand to review as you discuss them; on the other hand, there are a lot of these materials and they may prove distracting or get out of order during the course of the day. It might be better to provide them all at once as a package to each participant during the final Wrap-Up session.

**Check-In/Registration**

Every workshop setting will present different approaches to registering participants for your workshop. Ideally, the conference planners will handle all the mechanics and logistics of getting people registered for your workshop and may even be able to tell you how many people are signed up for the presentation, and in some cases may even be able to tell you specifically whom to expect.

Most conferences will have Workshop Monitors assigned to every individual workshop to assist you with your equipment, checking conference badges at the door, passing out and collecting their evaluation forms, and helping you pass out workshop handouts. These monitors may even be prepared to introduce you to your audience.

In other situations, especially if you are doing a full-day workshop that may be taking place as an add-on prior to the commencement of the group’s general conference, you may have to check people in to the workshop on your own.

Communicate ahead of time with the conference planner to find out as much information about the registration and check-in process as you can, and whether or not to be on the lookout for a Workshop Monitor.

If you will be responsible for checking people in, be prepared with a couple of legal pads for people to sign in. Make a heading for each page asking name, organization, city/state, phone and email. Have a stack of blank name badges on hand, in the event people are coming to your workshop before officially registering for the conference to obtain their conference name badges. Provide a handful of pens and felt-tip markers. Set these materials up on a table in plain sight as people approach or enter the training room.
INTRODUCTIONS
(25-90 minutes)

Welcome and Introductions
(5-15 minutes)

State your name, title, organizational affiliations and a very brief history of your work with corrections populations.

Introduce in like fashion your co-presenter(s).

Hand out business cards, or fliers with your contact information for follow-up.

For 15 or fewer participants, go around the room for names and affiliations. (Make it clear the workshop is on a tight schedule and doesn’t allow for lengthy elaborations.)

For more than 15 participants, ask for a show of hands: discipline, geographical location, years in the business...

Be sure everyone has a name badge showing to facilitate communication throughout the workshop.

Overview of Today’s Agenda

• Familiarization with the reentry crisis and the many models of community corrections programs and facilities
• Familiarization with the International Community Corrections Association (ICCA) Tool Kit
• Opportunities to share experiences and guide the future development of this siting project
Pre-Test
(5-30 minutes)

A. Open discussion to elicit answers shared with the whole group to the questions below. Seek only a fair sampling, it is not necessary for everyone in the room to contribute. Record the group’s answers onto a Flip Chart:

- To what degree do you currently work in or with the community corrections field?
- Have you had experiences in the siting of a community corrections program or facility?
- Was the siting campaign successful?
- Did you encounter (or engender!) hostility?
- What resources would have made this effort more successful?
- Or, for neighborhood members, what information would have made you more comfortable in accepting the new program into your community?

(At the conclusion of the workshop, record these answers and send them to browning.jane54@gmail.com)

B. Invite everyone to write down their own personal answers to the following questions. (Write the questions on the Flip Chart so everyone can see them.) Ask the participants to hold on to their written answers until the end of the workshop, for the Wrap-Up Session.

- What are the two key concerns of community residents?
- Property values decline with the introduction of a halfway house into the neighborhood. True or False?
- Crime rates are higher in neighborhoods that host a community corrections halfway house. True or False?
- There is no solid research behind the success of community corrections programs in reducing recidivism. True or False?
- Small halfway houses are better for neighborhoods than those housing larger populations. True or False?
- Prisoner reentry is a left wing, liberal approach to criminals that is soft on crime. True or False?
Overview of “Second Chances” Project  
(5-15 minutes)

Training Material: “Second Chances” Power Point

- Slide #1 can be used throughout the workshop as a backdrop. Having it on display as participants arrive can reassure them they are in the right place.

In September, 2009, the ICCA Board of Directors engaged in a conversation with George Keiser of the National Institute on Corrections about community resistance to starting new community corrections programs. He suggested ICCA develop a multi-media siting campaign “Tool Kit” for local people to use in building community support.

NIC provided travel funds for two planning sessions, in Louisville and in Washington, D.C. and the Public Welfare Foundation awarded $100,000 in start-up funds for the year 2010, and another $150,000 in continuation funds for the year 2011.

The slide show provides background on the issues of prisoner reentry and NIMBY, as well as an overview of the Tool Kit. For the purposes of this segment of the training, you may run quickly through slides #1 – 14 as you describe the issues they convey, from your own perspective.

#1 Title Slide  
#2 Statistics on over-incarceration and prisoner reentry  
#3 Approaches to dealing with prisoner reentry crisis  
#4-6 Definition of Community Corrections, describing the scope of this ICCA siting Project  
#7 Impact of Second Chance Act on community capacity  
#8 Community opposition and the NIMBY (Not in my back yard) factor  
#9 News headlines about halfway house opposition  
#10 NIMBY outpouring in San Antonio  
#11 The “Second Chances” project base: the collective wisdom of ICCA  
#12 Feedback and input from community partners  
#13 End products of the Project  
#14 Dissemination methods

- STOP! Return to Title Slide #1
Historical Review of Siting
(10-30 minutes)

NIMBY, or the “Not in my backyard” syndrome is historical and applies to EVERY kind of change in a neighborhood, from a new school to a skate-boarding park to assisted living for the elderly. While having citizens returning from jails and prisons in residence in the neighborhood is usually low on the list of desired developments, it is merely low on the list of any and all desired changes.

People do not welcome change.

To help community residents accept change, they can be offered incentives. Successful incentives may include:

- Personal engagement in the change process, having a ‘say-so’ in practices and policies and asserting a degree of control over the process
- Community benefit, such as service projects addressing community-identified concerns such as litter, graffiti, upkeep of public parks and properties
- Increased employment for the community in the way of jobs at the facility
- Increased revenues for local vendors through agency purchases of food and equipment

In addition to tangible, localized community benefits, there are the broad social benefits of cost savings:

- Reduced prison populations, even prison closures
- Reduced crime and loss to victims
- Restitution to victims of crime
- Reinstatement of child support for families
- Increased tax revenues from new workers (rehabilitated citizens)
- Justice reinvestment shifting public funds from corrections to child health and education

There are also some legal cases that motivate communities to accept change in the form of halfway houses. Legal findings flowing from the Americans with Disabilities Act prohibit discrimination in housing against people with disabilities, which includes treatment facilities for people with drug and alcohol addictions, and mental illness, including those for formerly incarcerated people. See the supplemental paper from the American Planning Association in the back of this section.
The New Hampshire Supreme Court found in favor of Community Resources for Justice v. the City of Manchester, underscoring the public benefits of halfway houses and the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of speculation rather than facts. See the 5-page ruling of the New Hampshire Supreme Court in the back of this section.

This project is seeking model statues and zoning regulations for inclusion in the ICCA Tool Kit and on the ICCA website. Ask the participants if anyone can point us to good local statues or regulations we can use.

The Contemporary Crisis

You may wish to return to the Power Point presentation slides #2-9 for this part of your presentation.

The NIMBY problem has escalated in direct relation to the increased level of incarceration. Mass incarceration is compounded by longer sentences brought about by “Three Strikes Laws,” “Truth in Sentencing,” and Mandatory Minimums as well as the abolition of Federal Parole. The U.S. has by far the highest rate of incarceration in the world, outstripping Russia, Cuba and China.

The corollary to mass incarceration is Prisoner Reentry: there are now 730,000 people coming out of prison every year. Where do they go? Many are released directly to the street where they join the ever-growing homeless population.

The U.S. and Canada both need lots more residential centers than ever before. The pressure is on to build new and expand existing community corrections programs and facilities. Community-based corrections programs offer a sane and safe alternative to releasing people onto the street; they reduce recidivism and thereby prevent crime.

The result of increased capacity for community corrections is a safer society at less cost.
SECOND CHANCES: Keeping Neighbors Safe

A project of the International Community Corrections Association (ICCA)

Funded by the Public Welfare Foundation

To produce and disseminate a TOOL KIT for building neighborhood support of new community corrections programs
The Reentry Issue: A Major Social Crisis

- The U.S. incarcerates 1 in every 100 adult citizens
- Among African American males, it is 1 in 32
- 2.9 million Americans were in prison last year
- Another 7-9 million circulated in and out of jails
- 95-98% of all inmates are eventually released
- 720,000 prisoners come home each year
- Recidivism (re-arrest) rates hover around 67%
RESPONDING TO THE REENTRY CRISIS

- Sentencing reform, diversion programs, specialty courts, graduated sanctions, early release, and electronic surveillance are some creative responses to the pressures of costly incarceration.

- The gradual transition of inmates from prison back into their neighborhoods through community-based corrections settings that emphasize treatment, skill development, employment and family reunification remains a solid strategy for successful reintegration for the majority of ex-offenders.
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Community corrections refers to sanctions other than prison, which are programs that supervise and provide services to court-mandated and formerly incarcerated citizens returning to community settings where they can complete their sentence requirements while working, receiving treatment, and engaging with family.
Community Corrections are neighborhood-based, and span a continuum from residential reentry centers and halfway houses to day-reporting centers, court-ordered residential treatment programs, work release centers, family reunification and mentoring programs, home detention, electronic monitoring, and community supervision provided by probation or parole officers, and other transitional programs.
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Community corrections programs that adopt evidence-based practices, such as the use of validated risk/needs assessments and cognitive behavioral therapy, can reduce recidivism significantly (to around 20%)
EXPANDED USE OF HALFWAY HOUSES

- The Second Chance Act enabled the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) to increase considerably the amount of time that people may spend in residential reentry centers at the end of their sentences.
- BOP is struggling to find the capacity to accommodate these increased numbers of people destined for community alternatives, however.
- The largest barrier to increasing community capacity for transitioning people from prison back to their homes is community opposition.
CHRONIC FEARS RISING

- Citizens generally fear and reject placement of community corrections programs within their neighborhoods.
- Citizen concerns are often expressed through local zoning and development codes.
- Siting community corrections programs and facilities has always been difficult: J. Bryan Riley, Past ICCA President, published a paper on the subject in 1971.
- Now, siting new programs has become nearly impossible.
WALL OF COMMUNITY RESISTANCE

May 13, 2010, in Casper, Wyoming
“Halfway House Plans Stopped”

April 28, 2010, Rotterdam, Pennsylvania:
“Halfway house plans may fail; Support in Rotterdam wanes as Town Board votes tonight on project”
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
SEPTEMBER 2009

- 70 people came to testify at a zoning commission hearing on moving an existing program into a different neighborhood
- Front-page article with photos
- Op-Eds appeared
- Five town meetings held
- City Council voted 9-2 in favor of the program!
- What did San Antonio do right???
COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE: A SURVEY OF THE FIELD

- Compiling research on the economic, social, and public safety impact of community corrections programs and facilities located within specific communities;
- Assembling research attesting to successful community corrections client outcomes;
- Collecting position papers, policy statements and white papers on community corrections programming;
- Cataloguing siting materials, e.g., case statements; FAQs; siting protocols; community forum agendas; press releases, op-eds and letters to the editor.
ELICITING FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS

- Community Partners Meeting in D.C., June 22 - Round Robin Discussion on building community support for reentry efforts

- Focus Groups across the U.S. and Canada to test the project’s messages and materials
END PRODUCTS

- Interactive web pages hosting the project’s products on the ICCA web site

- A comprehensive Tool Kit addressing a variety of community-specific challenges with all the project’s products in hard copy and on CD-ROM

- A tutorial on navigating and selecting the web- or CD-based resource options
DISSEMINATION

- Conduct 15, day-and-a-half training workshops on use of the tool kit in workshop sessions in the field.

- Conduct live, interactive monthly webinars.

- Send in Peer Consultants to assist with local strategy and to develop site specific materials.
The Tool Kit’s Centerpiece:
STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO SITING

- Introduction and Case Studies: Why siting is STILL an important issue!
- Site Selection: “Peeling the Zoning Onion”
- Community Assessment Tool
- Research Package
- Creating Allies/Developing Relationships
- Communications Plan: Media Education and Response
- How to Handle Community Meetings
- Now that you’re successful, how can you be a better neighbor and continue building bridges with key stakeholders
INTRODUCTION
AND CASE STUDIES

- A sampling of stories from your colleagues you will want to review before taking the next steps....

- The case studies will be abstracted by key factors and highlights, demonstrating both good and negative aspects from each case study.

- Case studies will be referred to throughout the Tool Kit (cross-referenced to the issues).
SITE SELECTION: “PEELING THE ZONING ONION”

- Consult a lawyer and Land Use Planners to determine where RRC siting is permitted
- Local and State Zoning Statutes and Regulations
- Model (sample from other jurisdiction)
- Tips to approaching zoning issues
- “You Know You Need a Lawyer When…”
COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT TOOL

- Map of the Neighborhood
- Density of halfway housing already in existence
- Accessing land use department information; department of neighborhoods; other social service agencies
- Community Resources for your Clients
- Check out state/local registration laws (sex offenders especially)
- Community Leaders – check out Council members Testimonials (written and/or audio/visual)
- Influence of non-elected opinion leaders (e.g., faith community) in the neighborhood
RESEARCH PACKAGE

- Executive summaries of existing research
  - On efficacy of community reentry programs in general
  - On impact of halfway houses on crime and property values
- Template for local data on crime statistics and property values
- Testimonials (written and/or audio/visual)
CREATING ALLIES/DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS

- Board and Staff Preparation
  - Board script (elevator presentation)
  - Frequently Asked Questions
  - Company policy on handling media queries, questions from the public
  - Tours of existing facilities

- Law Enforcement Engagement Plan
  - Model
  - Include summary of the RFP to which you are responding
  - Include Probation and Parole officials
  - Obtain endorsements/testimonials
CREATING ALLIES/DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS

- Neighborhood/Community Associations
  - Incentives outline (including increased police presence)
  - Other service agencies in the neighborhood, other halfway houses, treatment providers – partnering opportunities
  - University or college in the community; they see RRCs as an asset for internships etc

- Government Officials: City Council representative for the neighborhood; Zoning Board

- Talking Points for Local Leaders (for your allies)
  - Use of testimonies from neighbors who have returned from incarceration. (Challenges and impact of RCC services)
CREATING ALLIES/DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS

- Churches
  - Create a “Need Your Help” tool, how churches can provide bridges back home

- Schools
  - Myths and Realities Fact Sheets
  - Reassurances

- Business Leaders and Civic Organizations
  - Economic impact data Fact Sheets
  - Costs of Recidivism - reduction in victimization (crime prevention)
  - New jobs for the community; contributions of tax-paying former clients
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN: MEDIA EDUCATION AND RESPONSE

- Sample Media Kit
  - Sample press releases, program descriptions,
  - Reentry fact sheet (FAQ),
  - research summary
  - sample op-ed articles/letter to the editor
  - newspaper ad

- Sample Communications Plan
  - Sample agency media policy
  - Sample communications plan
“You know you need a public relations professional when…”

- Crisis Communications Plan
- Crisis communications case study
- Do’s and Don’ts – Tips
- Mitigating language sample
ENGAGING EFFECTIVELY IN COMMUNITY MEETINGS

- Connect with people through story-telling
- Meetings can be formal, invitational, open forum
- Be proactive and do your own invitational meeting
- Organize your allies
- Arrange for testimony from clients (bring families)
- How to respond to emotional outbursts, hecklers
- Co-present the meeting with somebody who has standing in the neighborhood (pastors may be best)
- Serve food
- Reactions will settle in over time – spectators observe how you handle yourself under pressure; shift in public sentiment as neighbors witness repeated transparency
WEBSITE REVIEW CHECKLIST

- Look especially for bad messages now on your site that you really do not want to be sending out to the community
- Strike a balance between accountability and restoration of citizenship
- How to engage the community
- “Contact Us” section eliciting meaningful input
- Social networking guidance
MORE ON COMMUNICATION…

- How to write a Case Statement
  - Message development for your program
  - Remember, our terms and phrases don’t mean the same thing to other people
- Media Engagement Plan
- Mailers for Key Leaders
  - Paper package of essential information
- Monitoring news story responses is always fun
- Blogging
- Editorial Boards
  - The when, the why, the how
- Cultivating friends in the media
Now that you’re successful, how can you be a better neighbor?

- Landscaping – helping elderly neighbors, etc.
- Become part of the neighborhood association
- Become part of the business association
- Building maintenance
- Community service projects
- Open House functions, picnics
- Providing opportunities for jobs, internships, volunteers
- Spending money in the neighborhood!
- Answer, “Why would we want you as a neighbor??”
- Being accountable to neighborhood stakeholders, reporting back
- Engaging communities
- Don’t over-promise!
- Ad hoc Neighborhood Advisory Committee
- Use of your space for neighborhood meetings, relevant services
STAY TUNED!
LOTS MORE TO COME!

www.iccaweb.org

Send your comments, questions and suggestions to browning.jane54@gmail.com
BRODERICK, C.J. The defendant, the City of Manchester (City), appeals an order of the Superior Court (Barry, J.) ruling that the City’s zoning ordinance prohibiting correctional facilities in all of its zoning districts is unconstitutional as applied to the plaintiff, Community Resources for Justice, Inc. (CRJ). We affirm.

This is the second appeal of this case and much of its lengthy procedural history is set forth in our prior decision. See Cmty. Res. for Justice v. City of Manchester, 154 N.H. 748 (2007). We provide a brief background here. CRJ is a non-profit organization that operates “halfway houses” under contracts with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Since 2004, CRJ has sought approval to use a
building it owns on Elm Street in Manchester as a halfway house. Such approval has been denied by the City on the ground that CRJ’s proposed use constitutes a “correctional facility” as defined by the City’s zoning ordinance, a use that is not permitted in any of the city’s zoning districts. The City concedes that its ban on correctional facilities does not apply to state-run institutions. \textit{Id.} at 755.

CRJ challenged the zoning ordinance, arguing, \textit{inter alia}, that “the City’s ban of correctional facilities, as applied to CRJ, violates its federal and state constitutional rights to equal protection.” \textit{Id.} at 757. In response to a request by CRJ to clarify our intermediate scrutiny test, we acknowledged that, rather than evolving in harmony with changes under federal law, “our tests for intermediate level scrutiny and rational basis review under our State Constitution have remained substantially similar to one another.” \textit{Id.} at 762. Accordingly, in order to “eliminate the confusion in our intermediate level of review and to make our test more consistent with the federal test,” we held that “intermediate scrutiny under the State Constitution requires that the challenged legislation be substantially related to an important governmental objective.” \textit{Id.} “The burden to demonstrate that the challenged legislation meets this test rests with the government (in this case, the City).” \textit{Id.} We remanded for further proceedings consistent with this standard. \textit{Id.} at 763.

Following remand, the trial court held a hearing to determine whether the City’s zoning ordinance violates the Zoning and Enabling Act, RSA 674:16-23 (1996 & Supp. 2007), or equal protection. Based upon the pleadings, argument and evidence in the certified record, the trial court found that the ordinance “does not promote or provide for the general welfare of the community, conflicts with RSA 674:16, and is therefore ultra vires as an invalid exercise of the police power delegated to the City pursuant to the Zoning and Enabling Act.” The court also found that the City provided no evidence justifying the differential treatment for halfway houses and that the City failed to demonstrate that its wholesale ban on federal halfway houses is substantially related to furthering an important governmental interest. Accordingly, the trial court ruled that the City’s prohibition of halfway houses as applied to CRJ violates CRJ’s equal protection rights under the New Hampshire Constitution. See N.H. CONST. pt. I, arts. 2, 12. The trial court granted CRJ a “builder’s remedy,” and this appeal followed.

“On appeal, we sustain the findings and rulings of the trial court unless they are lacking in evidential support or tainted by error of law.” \textit{Phillips v. City of Concord}, 145 N.H. 522, 524 (2000) (quotation omitted). Although our policy is to address constitutional issues only when necessary, see \textit{State v. Berrocales}, 141 N.H. 262, 264 (1996), we conclude that the factual record is inadequate to decide whether the ordinance is ultra vires. Because we conclude that the constitutional issue is dispositive, we choose to address it.
The City argues that the zoning ordinance does not deny CRJ equal protection because there is “no doubt” that halfway houses are an “undesirable” land use and “[p]reventing a concentration of undesirable uses, including correctional institutions, within the City of Manchester is an important governmental objective to which the City’s zoning restriction is substantially related.” In response, CRJ argues that “[d]espite this Court’s clear direction in [Community Resources], the City did not present a single expert, study, survey, learned paper – in fact, not even a scrap of paper – in evidence on remand” in support of its position. Furthermore, CRJ argues, the City’s assumption that the proposed use is “undesirable” is contrary to the trial court’s express finding that the proposed federal halfway house is an essential need for offenders and the community.

As the trial court stated, “Pursuant to the newly articulated intermediate scrutiny test, the City was required to prove that distinguishing halfway houses from other similar residential facilities and institutions serves an important governmental interest, and that the absolute ban on halfway houses is substantially related to furthering that interest.” We agree that, pursuant to our decision in Community Resources, the burden is upon the City to demonstrate that the zoning ordinance is substantially related to an important governmental objective. Community Resources, 154 N.H. at 762. To satisfy this burden, “the government may not rely upon justifications that are hypothesized or invented post hoc in response to litigation, nor upon overbroad generalizations.” Id. (citation and quotations omitted).

The trial court found that the City’s actual purpose in banning federal halfway houses is not to prevent a concentration of correctional facilities in Manchester, but, more specifically, to address its concerns that the federal prisoners housed at the halfway house would either pose some threat to the surrounding community, engage in recidivism, or affect surrounding property values. However, the City presented no evidence that these concerns were founded in fact. As the trial court stated, “the City has provided no factual evidence beyond mere speculation demonstrating that federal halfway houses present a danger to the community such that the City needs to protect its residents from recidivists.” In contrast, the record contains substantial evidence that the proposed use will provide an important social benefit and not pose any risk to the safety of the neighborhood, and includes letters from police, community and religious leaders, law enforcement experts including a United States Attorney, a United States Marshal and the United States Probation Office, indicating overwhelming support for the proposed halfway house.

The trial court concluded that “[t]he City’s reliance upon . . . hypothesized and overly generalized justifications is insufficient to meet the
demanding intermediate scrutiny standard.” We agree that the record is devoid of evidence justifying the City’s absolute ban on CRJ’s use of its property as a federal halfway house. Because the City has failed to meet its burden of showing that its prohibition of federal halfway houses is substantially related to furthering an important governmental interest, we affirm the trial court’s ruling that the City’s zoning ordinance violates CRJ’s equal protection rights as guaranteed by the State Constitution. See Community Resources, 154 N.H. at 762.

The trial court granted CRJ a builder’s remedy. On appeal, the City argues that this was error, because CRJ’s proposed project is not reasonable or consistent with sound zoning concepts. See Britton v. Town of Chester, 134 N.H. 434, 444 (1991).

“A ‘builder’s remedy’ is the specific granting to a developer of a right to complete a proposed project.” Soares v. Town of Atkinson, 129 N.H. 313, 316 (1987). “A successful plaintiff is entitled to relief which rewards his or her efforts in testing the legality of the ordinance and prevents retributive action by the municipality, such as correcting the illegality but taking pains to leave the plaintiff unbenefitted.” Britton, 134 N.H. at 442. “Once an existing zoning ordinance is found invalid . . . the court may provide relief in the form of a declaration that the plaintiff builder’s proposed use is reasonable, and the municipality may not interfere with it.” Id. at 444. “The plaintiff must bear the burden of proving reasonable use by a preponderance of the evidence.” Id. Absent an unsustainable exercise of discretion, we will not overturn the trial court’s grant of a builder’s remedy. Id. at 442.

Here the trial court made detailed findings regarding the reasonableness of the proposed use including: that the City has a large number of individuals who are required to return following the termination of their federal sentences and that there are currently no services to help such individuals with their transition to society; that the property at issue is particularly suitable for a halfway house, because of its proximity to public transportation, support services and commercial enterprises offering job opportunities; that property values will not be adversely affected; that it will not change the character of the neighborhood; that the proposed use will incorporate the very purpose of the ordinance by allowing residents to take advantage of and contribute to the mix of commercial services in the area; that evidence shows that these transition centers are considered “good neighbors”; that CRJ specifically outlined numerous safety precautions that are part of the proposed use; and that the halfway house will not pose a safety risk to the residents.

We hold that the record supports the trial court’s finding that CRJ met its burden of demonstrating by a preponderance of the evidence that its proposed use is reasonable and that the trial court did not exercise
unsustainable discretion in awarding a builder’s remedy. As the trial court noted, a builder’s remedy here will “compensate CRJ who has invested substantial time and resources in pursuing this litigation, and is the most likely means of insuring that transition housing for federal prisoners is actually built.” See Britton, 134 N.H. at 443.

Affirmed.

DALIANIS, DUGGAN, GALWAY and HICKS, JJ., concurred.
Municipalities and counties throughout the nation continue to use zoning to exclude community residences from the single-family residential districts despite 25 years of planning standards(1) and the vast majority of court decisions(2) that recognize community residences for people with disabilities as a residential use. Misconceptions about their nature and impacts abound although there is a wealth of scientific evidence that community residences for people with disabilities generate no adverse impacts on the surrounding community and function as residential uses. More recently the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988(3) prohibited zoning regulations of community residences that are based on unfounded myths and fears about the residents, and appeared to explicitly disallow the use of special use permits as the primary means of regulating community residences. Yet this misclassification and exclusion continues unabated throughout most of the nation.

During the 1970s and 1980s, every state, as well as the federal government, started to reshape its policies toward people with severe disabilities. States recognized that warehousing people with disabilities in institutions was not only extremely costly, but also ineffective. A large proportion of those who were institutionalized could live in much less restrictive environments such as a familylike environment in a house or apartment surrounded by other residential uses. They did not require the high level of care furnished by an institution. Overwhelming evidence showed that allowing individuals with disabilities to live in a familylike setting in the community in a community residence was not only much less expensive than consigning them to institutions, but also substantially more effective. In a familylike setting, people with disabilities could learn the life skills we teach our own children on a daily basis. Living in a community residence, namely a group home or halfway house, fosters normalization in which these individuals learn to lead as normal a life as possible. As the courts have noted time and again, community residences are the very opposite of an institution in terms of how they function and perform, and in terms of how they use the land. To achieve a familylike setting, these community residences need to be located in the same residential zoning districts as dwellings occupied by biological families.

Definitions
Because there is so much misunderstanding of this subject, it is essential to first define several terms.

Group Home
A dwelling unit occupied as a single housekeeping unit in a familylike environment by up to
approximately 12 to 15 persons with disabilities plus support staff. Residents are supervised by a
sponsoring entity or its staff which furnishes habilitative services to the group home residents. A
group home is owned or operated under the auspices of a nonprofit association, private care
provider, government agency, or other legal entity, other than the residents themselves or their
parents or other individuals who are their legal guardians. Interrelationships between residents are
an essential component of a group home. A group home imposes no time limit on how long an
individual can reside in the group home. A group home is a relatively permanent living
arrangement where tenancy is measured in years.

The group home constitutes a family, a single housekeeping unit where residents share
responsibilities, meals, and recreational activities as in any family. The intention is for group home
residents, like members of a biological family, to develop ties in the community. Like people
without disabilities, these individuals attend schools, work, and may receive other support services
in the community. The group home staff is specially trained to help the residents achieve the goals
of independence, productivity, and integration into the community. Together, the staff and
residents constitute a functional family.(4) The group home's staff teaches the residents with
disabilities the same life activities taught in conventional homes. They learn personal hygiene;
shopping, cleaning, laundry, and recreational skills; how to handle money; how to take public
transportation; how to use community facilities. They learn how to live as a family. The group
home fosters the very same family values our most exclusive residential zoning districts advance.

The primary purpose of the group home is to provide a familylike setting with ongoing
supervision and support for persons unable to live independently in the community. It is not a
clinic where treatment is the principal or essential service provided. A treatment regime may be
incorporated into the daily routine of persons with disabilities wherever they may live, whether
with their families, in an institution, or in a group home. So, just like the person with a disability
who lives with her family, the group home resident may have a daily habilitation regime to follow.
Any treatment received at home is incidental to the group home's primary purpose.(5)

Residency in a group home is long term relatively permanent and measured in years, not months
or weeks. There is no limit on how long an individual can live in a group home. A group home
can house people with developmental disabilities (mental retardation, autism, etc.), mental illness,
physical disabilities, or addiction to drugs or alcohol. When the residents have a drug or alcohol
addiction, the group home is called a recovery home.

The number of individuals who live in a group home varies from just two or three to as many as
12 to 15, or in rare cases as many as 20. For people with developmental disabilities, it is felt that
smaller homes are more productive. Group homes for people with mental illness tend to house six
to 15 residents for both therapeutic and financial reasons. Group homes for the frail elderly can
require as many as 20 residents to be financially and therapeutically sound. The maximum number
of residents is determined by applying a jurisdictions housing code for residential uses to the
property.

Some group home residents graduate from this type of community living arrangement to live on
their own with only occasional visits from professional staff. Most, however, will live out their
lives in a group home.

Recovery homes for people with drug or alcohol addictions are another type of group home. Occupants typically sign an annual lease and can live in a recovery home for years.

A singlefamily residential district is essential for most group homes to succeed, although for some, a multiplefamily district can work. Group home operators want to establish group homes in the same sort of pleasant, safe neighborhoods you and I strive to live in, for the same reasons we seek them.

**Halfway house or recovery community**

A temporary residential living arrangement for persons leaving an institutional setting and in need of a supportive living arrangement in order to readjust to living outside the institution. These are persons who are receiving therapy and counseling from support staff who are present when residents are present, for the following purposes: (a) to help them recuperate from the effects of drug or alcohol addiction (a disability); (b) to help them reenter society while housed under supervision while under the constraints of alternatives to imprisonment including, but not limited to, prerelease, work release, or probationary programs (not a disability); or (c) to help persons with family or school adjustment problems that require specialized attention and care in order to achieve personal independence (not a disability). Interrelationships between residents is an essential component of a halfway house. Residency is limited to a specific number of weeks or months.

People with drug or alcohol addictions often need to live in a halfway house as a transitional living arrangement before they can live more independently in the community or return to their homes. The key for them is to learn to abstain completely from using drugs or alcohol. Treatment usually consists of an initial withdrawal period followed by intensive counseling and support both through treatment programs and through residential living arrangements. Such community residences are based on the group home model with some significant differences with implications for proper zoning regulation.

The halfway house or recovery community helps people with drug or alcohol addictions readjust to a normal life before moving out on their own. A person with an addiction is admitted only after completing detoxification. The halfway house staff helps residents adjust to a drugfree lifestyle, learn how to take control of their lives, and learn how to live without drugs. Nearly all halfway houses place a limit, measured in months, how long someone can live there. Unlike a group home, the halfway house aims to place all its residents into independent living situations upon graduation. For both therapeutic and financial reasons, most halfway houses need 10 to 15 residents to be successful. Because the number of residents in a halfway house is greater than in a group home and their length of tenancy shorter, halfway houses more closely resemble multiplefamily housing than singlefamily residences, although, like group homes, they work best in singlefamily neighborhoods.(6)

**Disability**

A physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of a persons major life
activities, impairs their ability to live independently, or a record of having such an impairment, or being regarded as having such an impairment. Prison preparolees, for example, do not, as a class, fit this definition.

Most people with disabilities do not require a community residence to live in the community. More than 80 percent of them live with their families or on their own with some support services. Still, in 1990 over 3.9 million Americans had disabilities so severe that they were prevented from working at a job or doing housework or they required assistance with daily tasks like getting in and out of bed, dressing, bathing, shopping, or light housework, or had a developmental disability, Alzheimer’s disease, or senility making many of them appropriate candidates to dwell in a community residence.

This set of policy guidelines of the American Planning Association does not advocate for or against community residences, the broad term that includes group homes and halfway houses. It does not include hospices, emergency shelters, residences for victims of abuse, or other group living arrangements. This policy guideline seeks to establish the maximum level of zoning regulation permissible for community residences for people with disabilities in accord with sound planning principles, the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (FHAA), and case law. These policy guidelines do not suggest that any community or state with less restrictive zoning provisions should make their zoning provisions more restrictive.

Exclusionary zoning practices
Limiting the number of unrelated individuals who can dwell together has been one of the most commonly used zoning techniques to exclude community residences from singlefamily districts.

The definition of family in most zoning codes allow no more than three, four, or five unrelated individuals to occupy a dwelling unit. Some allow no unrelated people to live together, even as roommates. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld these restrictive definitions in Village of Belle Terre v. Borass. Since most community residences need six or more residents to succeed therapeutically and financially, this restriction has effectively blocked most community residences from locating in the residential areas in which they need to locate.

Another common technique has been to require a special use permit for a community residence to locate in a residential district. At a public hearing, an applicant must demonstrate that its proposed land use meets the criteria for granting a special use permit. In the case of community residences, neighbors commonly claim that the proposed community residence will reduce property values and introduce crime and congestion to the neighborhood. Many opponents assert that the community residence is a business rather than a dwelling. In many allwhite communities, opposition is driven by a fear of racial integration, namely that group home residents and staff may be of African ancestry. All of these objections reflect false impressions of community residences and their occupants.

City officials quite often yield to objections by neighbors and reject the application of the community residence even when the applicant demonstrates it meets the criteria for awarding the special use permit. This was the scenario that led to the U.S. Supreme Courts 1985 decision in
City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center where the Court ruled the city had illegally denied the group homes special use permit based on the neighbors unfounded fears and myths about the group home and its residents.(13)

This technique is extremely effective at limiting the housing opportunities for people with disabilities who need a community residence to live in. When a special use permit is required, the buyer usually seeks to purchase the property with a clause that makes the sale contingent on receiving the special use permit. That sort of provision is quite common in the sale of commercial property, but extremely rare in the sale of owner-occupied residential property. Few homeowners can afford to sell their houses subject such a contingency clause. Most homeowners need the proceeds from the sale of their current house to buy a new one. Consequently, few homeowners are willing to sell to a group home operator who insists on this kind of contingency clause and few group home operators can afford to take the risk that their special use permit application will be denied and they'll be stuck with a house they cannot use as a group home.

In 1974 the American Society of Planning Officials (one of APAs predecessor organizations) surveyed 400 U.S. cities and found that the zoning ordinances of fewer than 25 percent provided specifically for community residences. Of those that mentioned group homes or halfway houses, the vast majority either prohibited them from singlefamily districts or required them to obtain a special use permit to locate in such residential zones.(14)

Ten years later, the zoning picture for community residences was still grim. The General Accounting Office found that 65.5 percent of the time local zoning ordinances or practices prevented or made it difficult for group homes for people with developmental disabilities to locate in the singlefamily districts their operators preferred.(15) Subsequent recent research prior to adoption of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 found that little had changed.(16)

Role of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988
Rather than simply add people with disabilities to the list of protected classes under the Fair Housing Act, Congress added a new section to the act that declared discrimination includes:

a refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or services, when such accommodations may be necessary to afford such person equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling.(17)

Much of the FHAA litigation has revolved around the issue of reasonable accommodation. Given this statutory language, it is hard to see how anybody can contend that the FHAA requires that community residences be treated the exactly the same as singlefamily residences. The statute requires only that a reasonable accommodation be made in a citys zoning ordinance to give people with disabilities an equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling. This does not mean that they have a right to dwellings they cannot afford to buy or rent. It does not mean that a city must change its zoning to allow communes, boarding houses, or fraternities in its most exclusive singlefamily districts.

But this provision does mean that a city is required to bend its zoning rules to enable members of
the protected class, many of whom need a community residence living arrangement to live outside
an institution, to establish such residences in singlefamily and multiplefamily zoning districts. And
it means that a city cannot impose additional barriers to community residences for people with
disabilities.

Consequently, if a zoning ordinance defines family as any number of unrelated persons living
together as a singlehousekeeping unit, the locality cannot impose any additional restrictions on
community residences. A community residence which, of course, constitutes a singlehousekeeping
unit with 12 unrelated residents complies with this definition of family.

However, if a zoning ordinance places a cap on the number of unrelated people who can dwell
together, the FHAA requires the local ordinance to make a reasonable accommodation to enable
community residences for people with disabilities to locate in every zoning district where
residences are allowed. While the FHAA does not mention zoning or group homes, its legislative
history provides a clear picture of what the FHAA sought to accomplish:

These new subsections would also apply to state or local land use and health and safety laws,
regulations, practices or decisions which discriminate against individuals with handicaps. While
state and local governments have authority to protect safety and health, and to regulate use of
land, that authority has sometimes been used to restrict the ability of individuals with handicaps to
to live in communities. This has been accomplished by such means as the enactment or imposition of
health, safety or landuse requirements on congregate living arrangements among nonrelated
persons with disabilities. Since these requirements are not imposed on families and groups of
similar size of other unrelated people, these requirements have the effect of discriminating against
persons with disabilities.

The Committee intends that the prohibition against discrimination against those with handicaps
apply to zoning decisions and practices. The Act is intended to prohibit the application of special
requirements through landuse regulations, restrictive covenants, and conditional or special use
permits that have the effect of limiting the ability of such individuals to live in the residence of
their choice in the community .(18) [emphasis added]

The legislative history goes on to suggest that restrictions on community residences that are based
on fact, not fiction, may be legal. The paragraph that follows in the House Committee Report
suggests that municipalities can impose rationallybased zoning regulations on community
residences:

Another method of making housing unavailable has been the application or enforcement of
otherwise neutral rules and regulations on health, safety, and landuse in a manner which
discriminates against people with disabilities. Such discrimination often results from false or
overprotective assumptions about the needs of handicapped people, as well as unfounded fears of
difficulties about the problems that their tenancies may pose. These and similar practices would be
prohibited.(19)

The FHAA essentially codified the majority opinion of the courts regarding community
residences. For more than 20 years, the vast majority of court decisions involving attempts to locate community residences in singlefamily zoning districts found community residences to be akin to the traditional family(20) and constitute functional families that belong in singlefamily zones unlike fraternities and sororities, communes, and other loose, temporary group living arrangements.(21)

It is clear from court decisions under the FHAA that when a jurisdictions definition of family does not cap or limit the number of unrelated individuals who may occupy a dwelling unit the FHAA prohibits imposing additional zoning requirements on community residences for people with disabilities.(22)

Unlike capless communities, jurisdictions that place a limit on the number of unrelated persons who can live together, can regulate community residences to an extent. Court decisions strongly suggest that zoning restrictions on community residences can be legal if you can answer yes to all three of the following questions:

* Is the proposed zoning restriction intended to achieve a legitimate government purpose?
* Does the proposed zoning restriction actually achieve that legitimate government purpose?
* Is the proposed zoning restriction the least drastic means necessary to achieve that legitimate government purpose?

In Bangerter v. Orem City Corporation, the Tenth Circuit articulated these questions a bit differently. The court stated that [r]estrictions that are narrowly tailored to the particular individuals affected could be acceptable under the FHAA if the benefits to the handicapped in their housing opportunities clearly outweigh whatever burden may result to them.(23)

Findings
1 Community residences are a residential use of land.

For zoning purposes, community residences are much closer in terms of land use to a residence ordinarily occupied by a conventional family than any other land use. The majority of courts have ruled that are a community residence is the opposite of an institution, boarding house, or a commercial use.

2 Community residences have no effect on the value of neighboring properties.

More than 50 studies have examined their impact on property values probably more than for any other small land use. Although they use a variety of methodologies, all researchers have discovered that group homes and halfway houses do not affect property values of even the house next door. They have no effect on how long it takes to sell neighboring property, including the house next door. They have learned that community residences are often the best maintained properties on the block. And they have ascertained that community residences function so much like a conventional family that most neighbors within one to two blocks of the home don't even know there is a group home or halfway house nearby.(24)
3 Community residences have no effect on neighborhood safety.

A handful of studies have also looked at whether community residences compromise neighborhood safety. The most thorough study, conducted for the State of Illinois, concluded that the residents of group homes are much less likely to commit a crime of any sort than the average resident of Illinois. It revealed a crime rate of 18 per 1,000 people living in group homes compared to 112 per 1,000 for the general population.(25)

4 Community residences do not generate adverse impacts on the surrounding community.

Other studies have found that group homes and halfway houses for persons with disabilities do not generate undue amounts of traffic, noise, parking demand, or any other adverse impacts.(26)

5 Community residences should be scattered throughout residential districts rather than concentrated in any single neighborhood or on a single block.

For a group home to enable its residents to achieve normalization and integration into the community, it should be located in a normal residential neighborhood. If several group homes were to locate next to one another, or be placed on the same block, the ability of the group homes to advance their residents' normalization would be compromised. Such clustering would create a de facto social service district in which many facets of an institutional atmosphere would be recreated and would change the character of the neighborhood.

Normalization and community integration require that persons with disabilities be absorbed into the neighborhood's social structure. The existing social structure of a neighborhood can accommodate no more than one or two group homes on a single block. Neighborhoods seem to have a limited absorption capacity for servicedependent people that should not be exceeded.(27) Social scientists note that this level exists, but they can't quite determine a precise level. Writing about servicedependent populations in general, Jennifer Wolch notes, At some level of concentration, a community may become saturated by services and populations and evolve into a servicedependent ghetto.(28)

According to one leading planning study, While it is difficult to precisely identify or explain, saturation is the point at which a community's existing social structure is unable to properly support additional residential care facilities [group homes]. Overconcentration is not a constant but varies according to a community's population density, socioeconomic level, quantity and quality of municipal services and other characteristics. There are no universally accepted criteria for determining how many group homes are appropriate for a given area.(29)

Nobody knows the precise absorption levels of different neighborhoods. However, the research strongly suggests that as the density of a neighborhood increases, so does its capacity to absorb people with disabilities into its social structure. Higher density neighborhoods presumably have a higher absorption level that could permit group homes to locate closer to one another than in lower density neighborhoods that have a lower absorption level.(30)
This research demonstrates there is a legitimate government interest to assure that group homes do not cluster. While the research on the impact of group homes makes it abundantly clear that group homes a block or more apart produce no negative impacts, there is concern that group homes located more closely together can generate adverse impacts on both the surrounding neighborhood and on the ability of the group homes to facilitate the normalization of their residents, which is, after all, their raison d'être.

6 Community residences should be licensed or certified to protect the welfare of their residents.

The individuals who occupy a community residence constitute a vulnerable population unable to fully care for themselves. Licensing helps ensure that the operator is qualified to furnish the requisite care and support services the group home residents need. It helps assure that staff is qualified and properly trained, and sets a minimum standard of care. The welfare of the residents of a community residence constitutes a legitimate government interest, narrowly tailored to the individuals who live in a group home, and whose benefits clearly outweigh whatever burden may result.

Policy Positions
Zoning is essentially performance oriented. When officials select the uses that are permitted as of right in each zoning district, they make the implicit assumption that these land uses belong in the district and do not generate adverse impacts on the surrounding properties. Special or conditional uses are those that belong in a district, but are known to produce adverse impacts under certain conditions unless precautions are taken. The extensive research on the impacts of community residences shows that they generate no adverse impacts on the surrounding neighborhood as long as they are licensed and not clustered on a block. There is no need to subject community residences to special use permit procedures because the licensing and spacing threshold issues are purely factual questions that can be determined administratively and do not require the extra scrutiny of a special use permit hearing.

General Policy Position
Based on sound planning and zoning principles, the American Planning Association recognizes that community residences for people with disabilities are residential uses that should be allowed as of right in all zoning districts where other residences are permitted uses. When the proposed community residence complies with the jurisdiction's zoning code definition of family, no additional restrictions can be imposed. When the number of residents in the home exceeds the cap on the number of unrelated individuals set in the definition of family, the jurisdiction should amend its zoning code to make a reasonable accommodation to provide for community residences in all residential districts within the capacity of the jurisdiction to absorb additional community residences into its social structure.

Specific Policy Positions Supported by the American Planning Association and its chapters

POLICY 1: A proposed community residence for people with disabilities that complies with the jurisdictions definition of family should be allowed as of right in all residential districts under the definition of family. (Additional) Zoning requirements that are more restrictive than those
applicable to residential uses in the underlying district are not permitted.

By adding people with disabilities to coverage of the Fair Housing Act, the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 effectively prohibits placing additional zoning requirements on a community residence for people with disabilities that otherwise meets the zoning code requirements for other residential uses.

POLICY 2: When a proposed group home for persons with disabilities does not comply with the jurisdictions definition of family, then the jurisdiction is required to make a reasonable accommodation in its zoning code to allow group homes for people with disabilities as of right in all residential districts if it meets these two requirements:

1. That a rationally based spacing requirement be provided to avoid an undue concentration of community residences and
2. When the proposed group home or its operator must be licensed or certified by the appropriate state, national, regional, or local licensing or certification body.

If a proposed group home fails to meet both tests, then a zoning ordinance should allow the operator to apply for a special use permit.

The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 requires jurisdictions to make a reasonable accommodation to enable community residences for people with disabilities to locate in residential districts. Such accommodations must be the least drastic necessary to actually achieve a legitimate government purpose. Based on sound planning principles and the extensive evidence found by studies on the impacts of community residences, the American Planning Association believes that this approach outlined here constitutes the maximum permissible degree of zoning restrictions.

A one-block spacing distance appears to be long enough to assure that community residences achieve the normalization they seek for their residents and help preserve the residential character of a neighborhood. Concentrating or clustering several community residences on a block can recreate an institutional atmosphere exactly the opposite of what community residences seek to achieve.

Since the residents of a community residence are a vulnerable population, requiring licensing or certification helps assure their welfare and safety in the least intrusive manner.

Group homes include recovery homes for people with drug or alcohol addictions. Like other group homes, recovery homes are longterm residences that do not limit how long individuals may live there. They should not be confused with halfway houses for people with disabilities, including drug or alcohol addiction.

POLICY 3: When a proposed halfway house for persons with disabilities does not comply with the jurisdiction's definition of family, then the jurisdiction is required to make a reasonable accommodation in its zoning code to allow halfway houses for people with disabilities as of right in all multiplefamily residential districts if the proposed halfway house meets these two
requirements:

1. That a rationally based spacing requirement be provided to avoid an undue concentration of community residences and
2. When the proposed group home or its operator must be licensed or certified by the appropriate state, national, regional, or local licensing or certification body.

If a proposed group home fails to meet both tests, then a zoning ordinance should allow the operator to apply for a special use permit.

From a zoning perspective, halfway houses perform more like multiplefamily housing than singlefamily housing. They dont emulate a family quite as closely as a group home does. They billet many more people. They place a limit on length of residency, unlike a group home which is a more permanent living arrangement akin to singlefamily housing.

POLICY 4: Halfway houses should be allowed in all singlefamily zones by special use permit due to their multiplefamily characteristics that warrant the extra scrutiny provided by the special use permit or comparable review process when locating in a singlefamily district.

On many occasions the operator of a halfway house may prefer to locate it in a singlefamily district. Halfway houses are not, per se, incompatible with singlefamily homes. However, the heightened scrutiny of a conditional use permit hearing is warranted to assure that a proposed halfway house will be compatible with the other land uses in a singlefamily district. The standards to apply are the same ones used for other special uses.

POLICY 5: Local planners should, on an informal basis, seek to facilitate communication between the operators of proposed community residences and the surrounding community to help foster full integration of the residents of a community residence into the community. Planners should help neighbors learn how each proposed community residence emulates a family and how it serves as a residence that is properly located in a residential zone, not an institutional use that belongs outside residential districts. They should disseminate to neighbors and public officials the findings of the extensive research on the absence of adverse impacts of community residences on the surrounding community.

Authority


5. H. R. Turnbull, III, Community Based Residences for Mentally Handicapped People 12 (1980). Some courts have found this distinction to be crucial when determining that group homes function as families and are residential uses allowable in residential zoning districts.

6. Oxford House, which has been the subject of so much FHAA litigation falls somewhere between the group home and halfway house. Unlike the halfway house, Oxford House places no limit on the length of stay. Unlike a group home, or even halfway house, Oxford House has no staff. The residence is run by its officers who are elected periodically from among its residents. Unlike a group home, Oxford House needs 10 to 15 residents to function successfully, both therapeutically and financially. The courts have generally construed Oxford House to be a group home.


8. Id. at 12.

9. This policy guideline focuses solely on the zoning treatment for group homes and halfway houses for people with disabilities, the two most common types of community residences. Other types of community residences may warrant zoning treatment different from that recommended here.

10 D. Lauber, Group Think, in Planning 11, at 12 (October 1995).


12. Also known as a conditional use permit, the special use permit was designed to allow for extra scrutiny to be applied to land uses that belong in a zoning district, but that may generate adverse impacts unless certain conditions were observed. Robert Leary, Zoning, 439 William Goodman and Eric Fruend, eds., Principles and Practices of Urban Planning (International City Management Association, 1968).


15. General Accounting Office, Analysis of Zoning and Other Problems Affecting the Establishment of Group Homes for the Mentally Disabled 61 (1983). Several regional studies have also found that few municipal zoning ordinances provided for community residences. In 1983 it was found that only four of the 31 municipalities in the Seattle, Washington, area defined the term group home and that only three allowed them as a permitted use in even one residential
district. Eighteen allowed them by special use permit in at least one zoning district, not necessarily residential, and 13 did not provide for them at M. Ritzdorff-Brozovsky, Impact of Family Definitions in American Municipal Zoning Ordinances 119, 214-215 (1983) (unpublished dissertation, University of Washington). A California study found that not a single municipality in suburban San Francisco allowed group homes for more than five residents as a permitted use in residential districts; only one allowed group homes for five or less residents as a permitted use in all residential districts; two allowed them as a permitted use in some residential districts; nine allowed them as special uses in some residential districts; and seven did not allow group homes at all. Bay Area Social Planning Council, Effect of Zoning Regulations on Residential Care Facilities in San Mateo County: Report and Recommendations of the Study Committee C7 (March 1970) . In New Yorks suburban Westchester County, only one of 33 communities allowed group homes as of right in residential districts. S. Hettinger, A Place They Call Home: Planning for Residential Care Facilities 33 (Westchester County Dept. of Planning 1983).


20. City of White Plains v. Ferraioli, 313 N.E.2d, 756, 758 (citation omitted).

21. Norman Williams has kept a running tally of these cases in his treatise, 2 Williams, American Land Planning Law 52.12 (1987, Supp. 1994). Over 90 judicial decisions involving community residences for people with disabilities and definitions of family and other zoning restrictions are cited there. Pre-1988 decisions run three to one in favor of allowing community residences for people with disabilities in singlefamily districts despite restrictive definitions of family or requirements for a special use permit. This figure includes only those cases that involved community residences for people with disabilities, not other populations not subsequently covered by the 1988 amendments to the Fair Housing Act.

22. See, Oxford HouseEvergreen v. City of Plainfield, 769 F. Supp. 1329 (D.N.J. 1991) (since Oxford House complied with citys capless definition of family and there is no state license required to operate an Oxford House the city could not disallow the Oxford House from the singlefamily district in which it located); Support Ministries for Persons with AIDS v. Village of Waterford, New York, 808 F. Supp. 120 (N.D. N.Y. 1992) (city must issue the permits sought to establish home for persons with AIDS under definition of families opposed to boarding house); Merritt v. City of Dayton, No. C391448 (S.D. Ohio, April 7, 1994) (3,000foot spacing requirement struck down where home met definition of family); Marbrunak, Inc. v. City of Stow, Ohio, 1992 U.S. App. LEXIS 20455 (parents of four grown women with developmental
disabilities established a family consortium house as a permanent residence for their daughters with support staff in a single family district; city sought to require special use permit as a boarding house and to require additional safety code requirements because the residences had developmental disabilities; court rules that the home complied with the city's capless definition of family and, since no state license was required to operate it, the house must be treated the same as other residences.

23. 1995 WL 10478 (10th Cir. Utah).

24. For a comprehensive compilation of descriptions of over 50 of these studies, see Council of Planning Librarians, There Goes the Neighborhood: A Summary of Studies Addressing the Most Often Expressed Fears About the Effects of Group Homes on Neighborhoods in Which They Are Placed (CPL Bibliography No. 259, April 1990); M. Jaffe and T. Smith, Siting Group Homes for Developmentally Disabled Persons (Am. Plan. A. Plan. Advisory Serv. Rep. No. 397 (1986). See e.g., City of Lansing Planning Department, Influence of Halfway Houses and Foster Care Facilities Upon Property Values (monograph 1976) (found no negative impacts on selling price of houses near or adjacent to halfway houses for people with alcohol addictions, adult ex-offenders, juvenile ex-offenders).


29. S. Hettinger, A Place They Call Home: Planning for Residential Care Facilities 43 (Westchester County Department of Planning 1983). See also D. Lauber, Zoning for Family and Group Care Facilities at 25.

30. Lauber, Zoning for Family and Group Care Homes at 25.
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A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO SITING COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS PROGRAMS

I. The ICCA Tool Kit

A. Introduction. Gathering the collective wisdom of veteran community correction professionals from within its own membership, the International Community Corrections Association has created a Tool Kit for siting new or expanded community corrections programs and facilities. This Step-by-Step Guide to Siting is an integral part of the ICCA Tool Kit and materials cited in this Guide are included on the CD-ROM and on the ICCA website, www.iccaweb.org.

If you are new to the community corrections business and are just starting up, please consider contacting ICCA to enlist a Siting Coach to provide you with personal technical assistance.

B. Case Studies. The Case Studies (on the Tool Kit CD-ROM) represent a sampling of true stories from your colleagues and their “lessons learned” for your review before taking the next steps:

- Bellingham, Washington: “Caution! Throw a Wide Net” (contact: jane.jackson@p-h-s.com)
- Dade County (Miami), Florida: “Picking the Right Site – and the Right Broker” contact: Dr. Dave McGriff, mدمphd@advocateprogram.com)
- Green Bay, Wisconsin: “Complying with Current Zoning: More of the Same” (contact: Kathy Johnson, kjohnson@correctionalservices.org)
- Harlem: “Storming the Castle: Housing for Formerly Incarcerated Individuals” (contact: gmartin@fortunesociety.org)
- Manchester, New Hampshire: “Confrontation in the Courts: A Five Year Battle” (contact: John Larivee, jlarivee@crjustice.org)
- Northeastern Colorado: “Rural Location: Special Considerations” (contact: joe.starmen@comcast.net)
- Ottawa, Ontario: “Consultation on the Relocation of the Ottawa Parole Office” (contact: Sonya Spencer, sspencer.slst@rogers.com)
II. Site Selection

A. Consult our local Land Use Planners (seek Planning and Land Use Departments online) to determine where residential facility siting is permitted. Research their past actions to get a sense of their general stance on community residences.

B. Identify local land use lawyers in the event their assistance is required. The American Bar Association has a land use planning division which might be a starting point in your research (www.americanbar.org)

C. Research local and state zoning statutes and regulations (can be done online through Google)

D. Research local transitional housing licensing requirements

E. Visit City Hall to secure a copy of the city/county’s Master Plan for future development to avoid potential conflicts with scheduled revitalization projects in your targeted neighborhood.

F. Examine model statutes included in the Tool Kit CD-ROM
   • City of Louisville

III. Community Assessment

A. Generate a Map of the your targeted Neighborhood(s)
   1. Show schools, transportation routes, churches, parks, rec. centers, day care centers, and police stations.
   2. Determine the density of halfway housing and other social service programs already in existence. (A sample map of Portland is included in the Tool Kit CD-ROM.)
Action Steps:
- Access land use department information, also “department of neighborhoods” in most municipalities, also other social service agencies
- Visit the National Atlas of Sentencing and Corrections at [http://justiceatlas.org](http://justiceatlas.org) to see a ZIP-code level view of where prison inmates, probationers, and parolees are from; the number of people in prison, the number released from prison each year, and the number on probation or parole. Includes data on income level, employment status, the number of single-parent households, and racial demographics for each jurisdiction.
- Identify, communicate with, and join any existing Reentry Council or Reentry Team at the local, regional or state levels. Some even have staffed offices out of City Hall.

B. Identify Potential Community Resources for your Client
   1. Identify Medical clinics, One Stops/Employment services, government offices, transportation routes, educational and training programs and facilities, social service agencies, libraries, and recreation centers.

C. Check out state/local registration laws, especially those applying to sex offenders. Entering “Criminal Registration Laws” into Google Search yields most results by state.

D. Identify Community Leaders. Check out the local City or County Council members to see who has supported residential programs of any kind in the past. By talking to them, you’ll learn much about the local zoning situation.

IV. Research Package

A. One-page synopses of existing research are available in the Tool Kit CD-ROM
   - On efficacy/cost-effectiveness of community reentry programs in general
   - On reduction of recidivism pertaining specifically to halfway houses
   - On the impact of halfway houses on crime and property values

B. Generate your own local data, especially on property values and crime rates

Action Steps:
- Go to the local police department to request comparative crime data
- Go to the local real estate association to request data, or
- Hire local house appraisers to compile a report comparing neighborhoods over time
- Create a bank of local experts

C. Work with local university faculty in criminal justice, political science, sociology, social work, and/or demography to obtain research support on relevant local issues as well as state and national trends. Faculty may also provide influential testimony at critical stages in the siting process.

D. Visit the Bureau of Justice Statistics web analysis tool allows to calculate recidivism rates for persons released from state prisons. Recidivism rates may be generated for the entire sample of released prisoners or for released prisoners with specific demographic, criminal history, and sentence attributes. http://bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=datool&surl=/recidivism/index.cfm

E. The Tool Kit CD-ROM includes a growing library of Testimonials (quotes, statements, letters of support) from a variety of stakeholders: police officers, victim advocacy groups, successful reentry clients, etc.

V. Creating Allies/Developing Relationships.

A. Read the article Tool Kit “Building Bridges” as a foundational background for your community outreach efforts.

B. Board and Staff Preparation

1. Ask Board members whom they personally know among local representing the general community and the specific target neighborhood(s)
2. Prepare and provide each Board member with a brief “elevator presentation to assure accuracy and consistency in portraying the agency. The message should define who you are, not defend your activities.
3. Provide Board and staff member with “Frequently Asked Questions” (samples are in the Tool Kit). Prepare for their private consumption a list of the “Ten Worst Questions” that might be asked.
4. Remind staff that they are public representatives of the organization and to behave with professional discretion in sharing any information about clients.
5. Promulgate an Agency policy on responding to media queries and questions from the public. All inquiries should be directed to one, single official spokesperson for the agency. (The spokesperson should designate an emergency back-up contact person.)

Note: The nature and structure of your local community will dictate the order in which you approach the various audiences mentioned below. In many cities, your first contact should be with the Mayor. In other communities, you will first approach County government. In others, you may wish to begin at the grassroots with representatives of the neighborhood you are approaching. Before approaching them, review their mission and vision statements to see how they stack up against your own.

C. Law Enforcement Engagement

1. Approach the local Chief of Police to explain your intentions to open or expand a program or facility in their jurisdiction, answer any questions, and solicit his public support. Share with him a summary of the RFP to which your bid Iresponding, as well as your organizational history.
2. Approach the County Sheriff to seek his support.
3. Consult with Probation and Parole officials operating in the targeted jurisdiction.
4. Reach out to law enforcement officials in the surrounding communities as well, to apprise them of your plans to open or expand a facility or program.

D. Obtain written endorsements, testimonials, or letters of support that you may share with the public

E. Formally thank each law enforcement ally for their time and support. Maintain contact with all law enforcement personnel you have approached throughout the siting process to assure their continuing interest and support.

F. Neighborhood/Community Associations

1. Outline in writing and distribute widely a list of benefits to the community offered by the program or facility, which includes increased police protection, employment opportunities, infrastructure upgrades, community service projects, etc.
2. Contact other service agencies in the neighborhood, other halfway houses, and treatment providers, to explain your intentions and solicit their engagement and support.
3. Notify University or college criminal justice programs in the community of your plans; they see community corrections programs as an asset for internships and other learning and research opportunities.

G. Government Officials

1. Consult first with the City Council representative for the targeted neighborhood to explain your plans and answer questions. Check beforehand to see where they are in their election cycle. (Don’t overlook business and faith leaders – see more on this below.)
2. Consult with the Zoning Board (see the Tool Kit Case Studies for insights on this).
3. Create Talking Points for your allies to use.
4. Bring some allies (business leaders, faith leaders) to meetings with local political leaders and officials. Include family members of formerly incarcerated people.

H. Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and other Religious Institutions

1. Create and distribute widely a “We Need Your Help” tool explaining how churches can provide bridges back home for incarcerated people returning to their homes and families.
2. Provide contact information to local churches for national resources on prisoner reentry, such as the Prison Fellowship.
3. Co-present at neighborhood meetings with a pastor.
4. Reach out to local churches to provide spiritual support or even mentoring.
5. Ask local churches to consider providing direct services such as counseling or treatment programs to your clients
6. Those not interested in providing direct services may invite client participation in their other programs such as clothes closets, bus passes, money for GED testing, or for medicine.

I. Schools Within 500 Feet of the Proposed Facility

1. Create and share “Myths and Realities” Fact Sheets on reentry
2. Visit school Principals and PTA Presidents to provide reassurances concerning the safety of the facility and the accountability standards to which clients will be held
3. Share the agency’s security protocols with school leaders
4. Exchange contact information with school leaders
J. Business Leaders, Civic Organizations, and Local Economic and Industrial Development Organization
1. Generate and circulate Economic impact data Fact Sheets
2. Share information on “Myths v. Realities” of reentry
3. Explain the Costs of Recidivism vs. Crime Prevention
4. Share information about new job opportunities for the community, and the contributions to be made by tax-paying former clients
5. Co-present to local business and civic groups with a supportive business/civic leader
6. Maintain ongoing relationships with these organizations over time

VI. Communications Plan: Media Education and Response

A. Media Kit:
1. Assemble an agency Media Kit that includes brief and succinct program descriptions, reentry fact sheets, and research summaries for ready distribution to the Press.
2. Sample press releases, program descriptions, reentry fact sheet (FAQ), research summaries, sample op-ed articles/letters to the editor, and newspaper ads may be found in the Tool Kit.

B. Communications Plan
1. Consult with a media specialist to strategize, sequence, frame, and create targeted messages addressing problems and issues behind potential public opposition.
2. Adopt an agency media policy (sample can be found in the Tool Kit)
3. Write and adopt an agency communications plan (see sample in the Tool Kit).
4. Prepare and send Mailers for Key Leaders (a paper package of essential information).
5. Schedule and present your program goals to your local newspaper’s Editorial Board. Co-present with an influential community leader(s).
6. Cultivate friends within multiple media – radio, TV, newspapers.

C. Crisis Communications Plan
1. A crisis communications case study is included in the Tool Kit. Crises can arise at any point in the process, including incidents arising after you have successfully established a new program. One single stakeholder or one single negative incident can flare up very suddenly. Be prepared in advance with options for making appropriate responses.
2. “Do’s and Don’ts” Tips are included in the Tool Kit.
Action Steps:
  
  o See NIC’s six-hour training session, “Public & Media Relations: Take Control of Your Message” at http://nicic.gov/Library/022948
  o Write a “case statement” explaining who you are, what your agency does, why you are unique. Study the “Writing Your Case Statement” guide in the Tool Kit.

VII. Engaging Effectively in Community Meetings

A. Approaches for consideration:

  1. Consider being proactive and doing your own invitational meeting. Meetings can be formal, invitational, providing an open forum. Choose as your venue the facilities of a friendly host.
  2. Send hand-written (or at least hand-addressed) invitations to key players. Have a neighborhood resident (preferably a member of the faith community) deliver them door to door.
  3. Arrange to have a friendly Moderator run the meeting.
  4. Pass around sign-up sheets to verify that the meeting took place and how many people attended.
  5. Emphasize crime control issues to address the primary concerns of future neighbors. Discuss the social benefits of a community corrections program as a secondary issue; make clear its linkage to building stronger and more livable communities.
  6. Organize your allies; Co-present the meeting with somebody who has standing in the neighborhood (faith leaders may be best).
  7. Connect with people through story-telling, humanizing the situation. Arrange for testimony from selected clients or their family members, especially those from the neighborhood. Include supportive victims’ rights representatives and faith leaders.
  8. Respond respectfully to emotional outbursts or hostile opponents, but do not engage in arguments. Rehearse your presentation ahead of time, asking a friend to play the role of an angry meeting participant to practice your repertoire of responses. Stay cool and collected.
  9. Consider investing in videotaping the meeting, which tends to dampen rude behavior.
  10. Serve refreshments (cupcakes are a popular favorite!)
  11. Reactions will settle in over time; the meeting gives people food for thought. Provide means of continuing dialogue through feedback loops, and by sharing contact information.
B. Power Point
   1. The Tool Kit includes a professionally produced Power Point presentation, “Returning Home” which describes mass incarceration, the reentry crisis, and sets forth recidivism research data findings, the nature of community corrections programs and facilities, and much more
   2. Carefully review the Power Point and enter your local recidivism and crime statistics data in the “template” slides provided for this purpose.
   3. The Power Point is probably best suited for explaining community corrections issues to a “cool” audience (as compared to an agitated neighborhood community meeting), such as Rotary Clubs and other civic groups, business leaders, the City Council, state legislative committees, development planners, and for other general public presentations.

C. Review Your Agency Website
   1. Review your website with a dispassionate eye, from the perspective of the general public. Enlist friendly reviewers who are not in the community corrections business to join you in your review.
   2. Keep an eye out for dark and dangerous messages you might unintentionally be sending out to the community
   3. In all your images and messages, strike a balance between accountability and rehabilitation.
   4. Invite the community to engage with your agency. Include a “Contact Us” section eliciting meaningful input.

D. Social Networking
   1. Seek out neighborhood bloggers and monitor their campaigns.
   2. With the help of a college or graduate degree intern, create and maintain your own social networking presence on Facebook and Twitter.

VIII. Being the Best Neighbor You Can Be

Once you have opened your new program or facility, secure your position in the community by attending rigorously to neighborhood improvement issues.

- Keep up the facility’s landscaping.
- Maintain your building’s appearance.
- Invite local neighbors to serve on a Community Advisory Board, or on the agency’s Board of Directors.
- Create a Neighborhood Advisory Committee of 6-month duration including a mix of those supportive and opposed to the facility to aid in transition.
- Join the Neighborhood association membership.
• Join the local business association membership.
• Engage in community service projects, such as neighborhood cleanup; graffiti removal or neighborhood park upkeep; engage local residents when possible.
• Rake lawns and shovel snow for elderly neighbors.
• Create a community garden and donate produce to the local food pantry.
• Host Open House, picnic and tour functions: formal activities with food and informal dialogue with staff and selected clients.
• Consider hosting a community circle process with area residents and facilitate dialogue with returning offenders.
• Provide opportunities for jobs, internships, and volunteers.
• Spend your money in the neighborhood!
• Be accountable to neighborhood stakeholders; publish quarterly newsletters reporting on projects, client, staff and program successes.
• Don’t over-promise!
ICCA Policy Position on Siting Community Corrections Facilities

I. INTRODUCTION

In order for residential reentry centers and other community correctional programs to provide services to offenders and promote public safety, private and public agencies must have a fair opportunity to site such programs within communities. Recent history suggests, however, that automatic neighborhood opposition, media involvement, political interference, land use regulations, and zoning practices in many communities have made the process to site such facilities protracted, litigious, expensive, and in some jurisdictions, nearly impossible.

II. BACKGROUND

As noted by the American Correctional Association, “Community corrections programs are an integral component of a graduated system of sanctions and services” (ACA, Policy Statement on Community Corrections). Yet, in many communities around the country, it is increasingly difficult for public and private agencies to gain agreement for local governments and community groups to site such programs.

Strong, organized resistance to siting of community corrections programs and facilities within neighborhoods is all too familiar to providers, correctional agencies, local jurisdictions and the public. Despite public opinion surveys that demonstrate public support for the general concept of community corrections, when a specific proposal to site a future halfway house or other community corrections program in a particular area becomes known, almost inevitably community opposition develops. Such opposition is frequently successful in
terminating, or at least delaying, such programs that are needed for the increased numbers of prisoners who are returning to our communities every year.

Two of the most frequently voiced concerns by community members concerning the siting of a community corrections program are the presumed negative impact on property prices and the presumed increase in crime in the neighborhood. Both presumptions are contrary to the facts and the best research in the field. For example, a literature review conducted by the Center for Community Corrections and Doble Research Associates found: “the existing studies involving correctional cost impact indicate that property values nearby do not decline and that they may even increase as a result of location of a facility,” and “the overwhelming majority of studies show that there is no negative effect on public safety in the vicinity of a correctional facility” (Public Outreach and Halfway Houses, August 2002).

In 2008 alone, approximately 760,000 adult prisoners were released from state and federal prisons alone. The real question is not whether the inmates are coming back to communities, but rather are they being provided an opportunity to successfully transition through a structured and well supervised program.

III. STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

- The public needs to be engaged and better educated concerning the need for increased community corrections programs. The research that confirms they do not contribute to higher crime rates or declining property prices, and that in fact the contrary is true; reentry and other community correctional programs enhance public safety by reducing the recidivism rates of those who receive services. Additionally, those programs save taxpayers both by reducing crime and through delivery of correctional supervision less costly than incarceration.
• Public confidence in community correctional programs will be increased when providers of such services ensure they are well-managed, reflect high levels of professionalism, and provide essential services to offenders including alcohol and drug treatment and job placement.

• Community correctional programs need to solicit early input from the community and provide an ongoing opportunity for community involvement, such as a community advisory board that can provide linkages to needed services and improved communication with the neighborhood.

• Local jurisdictions, including cities and counties, should not be able to preclude community correctional programs from being sited or making it so arduous, litigious and expensive to do so that the result is a de facto denial.

• Local jurisdictions should allow the opportunity to site programs serving populations in proportion to the people convicted of crimes in that jurisdiction.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

• State laws governing growth management as implemented by local governments should ensure that community corrections and reentry facilities are identified as essential public facilities that cities and counties must afford an opportunity for zoning. State law should provide the procedural due process requirements of consideration of such matters, including a timely appeal process.

• The land use and zoning codes of cities and counties should fairly allow for the opportunity to site community correctional programs in their jurisdictions, should recognize that they provide essential public services, and should never impose moratoria or unrealistic burdens on providers who are trying to site such programs.

• Proposed providers of community correctional programs should carefully assess which neighborhoods are most appropriate for such programs, solicit early input from communities and neighborhood associations, identify ways to provide
ongoing community involvement, and make enhancements to neighborhoods, such as improved lighting, well maintained buildings and landscaping, and community service projects, as well as providing well-managed programs that hold residents accountable at all times for their time and behaviors.

- Providers of community correctional programs and the public correctional agencies that they contract with must be dedicated to providing more than “housing” to residents in those programs. Such programs should provide assistance to residents in obtaining employment, access to substance abuse and mental health services, family reconciliation, and other evidence-based programs and practices.

- Providers and their associations should provide accurate and generic educational materials describing the purposes, methods and benefits of reentry centers and other community correctional programs.

- More research needs to be funded by federal agencies and private foundations on siting community correctional programs, including overcoming the NIMBY syndrome. For example, very little research has been conducted on programs where neighbors have been accommodated and impacts mitigated.

Reviewed and adopted by the ICCA Board of Directors
Date: January 6, 2010

International Community Corrections Association
8701 Georgia Avenue, Suite 402
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
http://www.iccaweb.org
In Bellingham, Washington, located in the Northwest corner of the continental United States, Pioneer Human Services succeeded in getting approval to house up to 34 men and women, in the custody of Federal Bureau of Prisons. The process was relatively easy, since the Bellingham facility had previously housed a county work release program.

**Contacting Key Decision Makers**

First, Pioneer wrote to the County Executive, the Mayor, the City Council Chair and the Police Chief. Then, Pioneer met with the Mayor and all city department heads. Finally, Pioneer met with the local neighborhood association.

Final approval came from the city's Planning Department. Once Pioneer gained the Mayor's support, the city department heads were generally cooperative.

The City of Bellingham, home of Western Washington University was more welcoming than other communities might have been. Also an existing organization, the Whatcom County Reentry Coalition, supports the Pioneer facility.

**A Bump in the Road**

Even though the facility was in the city's jurisdiction, the county sheriff lodged objections. Pioneer learned about the sheriff's reservations from a report in the local newspaper. The sheriff mistakenly anticipated that gang members from Southern California would be sent to the facility. Once Pioneer explained how the Bureau of Prisons would select people for the facility, the sheriff withdrew his objections and wrote a letter of support.

**Maintaining Community Support**

At the new facility's opening ceremonies, the president of the local neighborhood association and the city council member in whose district the facility is located, both were featured speakers and voiced support for the program.

The organization has established a Community Relations Board and appointed a full-time Social Services Coordinator, who along with the facility Director, interacts with the community on a daily basis.
Lessons Learned

Pioneer found it particularly helpful to identify a facility that had been used for a similar purpose as well as to cultivate the support of the Mayor and the city department heads, the county reentry coalition, and the local neighborhood association. Also, Pioneer was surprised by the initial opposition voiced by the county sheriff, but was pleased that he eventually supported the program.
In Miami-Dade, probation is a big business, and a busy one. Advocate Program, Inc., a private non-profit corporation, contracts with Miami-Dade County to provide probation services, in four locations, to 24,000 non-residential clients a year. This includes individuals on state and county probation as well as pretrial diversion clients from the State Attorney's office.

Using top real estate brokers is key to siting success. Advocate Program, Inc. (API) utilizes brokers who know what probation does and who are its clients. These brokers then find properties that meet probation's needs:

**Zoning**
Brokers avoid problems by seeking properties already zoned for probation's needs.

**Avoiding Conflicts with Other Tenants**
API prefers stand alone buildings. If one is not available, it looks for buildings where other tenants should have similar clients (for example, state probation and parole, social security, and unemployment offices).

**Parking**
Adequate parking is a must. At one site, API overwhelmed parking capability by bringing over 800 clients and staff to the building on the first day. For this site, probation had to use shuttle buses to transport staff to and from remote parking.

**Addressing Landlord Concerns**
Since API rents its space, landlord concerns is an issue. One landlord, for example, raised concerns about shoplifters on their property. From starting to look for a new space to moving in takes over a year. Once API was able to do this in less than a year; another move took over two years.

When looking for a new site, API spreads the word among its partners and colleagues in the criminal justice system. However, it relies most heavily on competent brokers.
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Complying with Current Zoning: More of the Same

Forewarned by previous failures to overcome local opposition to community-based residential centers in the county, ATTIC Correctional Services took a collaborative approach that embraced the needs of those already in the community needing structure and substance abuse treatment services. Their strategy focused on locating and purchasing an existing licensed facility serving this same need-area population with similar areas of disability.

For sale was a licensed 15 bed community-based residential facility (CBRF), pretty much ideally located in an economically moderate neighborhood, near bus lines and other community resources and zoned multi-family bordered by apartment complexes and major highways. The facility had been State licensed for over a decade to provide services to individuals with mental health, alcohol and drug, developmental and other areas of physical and mental disability. It turned out that several of these residents had been on probation or parole.

Government Outreach: Public Hearings Avoided

With the help of legal counsel and through a series of meetings and written correspondence, City officials (mayor's office, planning and zoning director, corporate council) were informed of ATTIC's intent to purchase the facility and provide services to both correctional and non-correctional clients. ATTIC was able to share with City officials the news that, pending a successful proposal response, the Wisconsin Department of Corrections would purchase 8 beds at the facility for offenders struggling with substance abuse issues.

As a result of these successful collaborations with City officials, it was determined that NO conditional use permit was necessary because ATTIC's intended use of the property would be essentially the same as currently allowed. This was a win/win situation avoiding potential negative public pressure. City officials were able to support a service program essential to the community; ATTIC, having cleared the zoning issue, was able to move forward with plans to purchase the facility. ATTIC continued to educate and build support by discussing plans with local justice personnel, law enforcement, alderpersons and State representatives.

Acquiring a License to Operate: Community Outreach

The next step involved ATTIC acquiring the needed license to operate the facility as a CBRF. The State licensing application was completed and returned, accompanied by required operational policies and procedures. City officials received a State notice allowing them to object to the licensing if there was reason to believe the facility
would have a negative impact to the community. The City cited no objections and proceeded to perform the required facility fire inspection and provided ATTIC with an occupancy permit.

Licensing requirements included the establishment of a neighborhood advisory committee, so ATTIC’s existing community advisory committee was expanded to incorporate the new facility neighbors interested in serving.

Additional community outreach included:

- An Open House featuring written invitations facility neighbors, forthrightly stating the program’s goals;
- Distribution of literature detailing the agency’s extensive experience in providing substance abuse counseling and correctional services, and also outlining the new facility’s planned room and board services, treatment services, resident rules and accountability procedures;
- Facility tours for interested persons highlighting how daily operations would support the residents, enhance public safety and benefit the community at large;
- Distribution of contact information;
- Addressing physical plant and yard upgrades to enhance property value;
- Recruiting neighbors willing to serve on ATTIC’s community advisory committee.

**Lessons Learned**

ATTIC emphasizes the value of continuous legal council in their efforts to defray the need for a conditional use permit. In addition, legal guidance ensured that the whole process met legal standards and fundamentally upheld that individuals having areas of disability must have opportunity to access needed services.

Setting the stage for a win/win situation is essential. Government officials should be afforded the chance to support a worthwhile project without having to undergo negative public pressure.
Manchester, New Hampshire
Confrontation in the Courts: A Five Year Battle

Community Resources for Justice (CRJ) successfully operates several halfway houses in Massachusetts. In addition, in New Hampshire it operates programs for individuals with developmental disabilities. Nevertheless, CRJ had to spend five years in court challenges before securing permission to establish a residential community corrections center in Manchester.

For three times in a decade, the Federal Bureau of Prisons solicited bids to establish a halfway house in New Hampshire. The first two solicitations failed because neither CRJ nor any other bidder could secure zoning approval.

A Rocky Beginning
CRJ focused on Manchester because it is in the part of the state where most Federal offenders return. CRJ's abandoned first building choice in Manchester after an outcry from the community and on local officials' advice to select a different section of the city.

CRJ worked hard to build support:
- consulting with the Police Chief and City Council members, first approaching the member in whose district CRJ would locate its facility.
- attending a City Council meeting with a group of supporters that included local employers.
- soliciting support from local service and halfway house providers,
- meeting with individual and commercial neighbors,
- soliciting and gaining support from a U.S. Senator, and
- utilizing a local attorney to review the zoning code and help prepare a variance application.

Nevertheless, the Mayor and City Council voted against CRJ's opening a program. CRJ encountered negative media attention. Also prospective neighbors and a low income housing provider objected.

Court Challenges
CRJ did challenged the City of Manchester's rejection in the courts. Eventually, CRJ won a New Hampshire Supreme Court decision ordering the City to approve the zoning variance. CRJ successfully argued that their facility would have no negative impact on either public safety or property values.
The U.S. Probation Office, which sends clients to CRJ, stood with the organization throughout its battle. In addition, the Federal Bureau of Prisons waited for the court decision and awarded a long-term contract to CRJ.

**Building Community Support**
The CRJ Board of Directors and staff held an open house during first month of the New Hampshire operation, inviting all local officials: police, probation, social service providers. A local paper, The Manchester Union Leader, ran a story about the facility and an invitation to the public to attend the open house. Over 80 guests attended, including several neighbors, offering these comments:

Now that we have met you and seen the inside of your building, we feel much better about having you next door.

We already feel safer in the neighborhood, because of the lighting on your building and knowing your staff are there 24/7.

CRJ established a Community Advisory Board including
- a local substance abuse program,
- a treatment provider,
- an engineering firm,
- the County reentry program,
- community police,
- a defense attorney and
- US Probation.

Also, CRJ improved the appearance of the building, installing new windows, planting flowers and maintaining the grounds.

**Lesson Learned**
CJR would have filed its court suit earlier. Their assessment is that no amount of meetings or information was going to turn community opposition in their favor:

*We should have moved through the community notice and discussions rapidly, placed our application in the hands of the Board of Zoning Appeals as soon as possible, and lodged our court appeal immediately on receiving the denial. With that in mind, having an attorney assured that every step taken buttressed our legal arguments.*

Another point worth noting: Staying the course through years of litigation is expensive. Consequently, only organizations with sufficient resources should engage in protracted court challenges.
Storming the Castle:
Housing for Formerly Incarcerated Individuals

For forty years, it stood abandoned in New York's West Harlem. Dubbed “The Castle” for its Gothic-style architecture, this building attracted trash and drug dealers.

The Fortune Society reclaimed the building as emergency and phased-permanent housing for up to 62 homeless formerly incarcerated individuals. Even though the abandoned building was a blight on the neighborhood, The Fortune Society met considerable community opposition in its efforts to retake the Castle.

Site Selection

Since 1967, the non-profit The Fortune Society has been providing such Alternative-to-Incarceration and reentry services as
  • Education and vocational training,
  • Family Services and drug and alcohol treatment,
  • Anger management and life skills counseling, and
  • HIV/AIDS and other health services.

However, Fortune realized that until its clients could locate safe and stable housing upon leaving jail or prison, they could not gain the traction necessary to rebuild their lives.

In searching for housing, Fortune visited 22 possible locations, screening them for
  • price,
  • zoning and
  • transportation.

Because it was in a state of ruin and a host to an illicit drug business, The Castle was affordable. Also, it was already zoned for congregate housing, and it was close to public transportation.
Community Outreach

Fortune anticipated opposition from the well-organized, middle-class residents whose homes were near The Castle. In addressing community opposition, Fortune had the benefit of time. It would take many months to complete financing and renovation, and Fortune used that time to build community support.

However, before reaching out to the community, Fortune contacted public officials who had worked with the organization or who knew its reputation. The officials provided advice, but most would not get out ahead of their constituents.

Then, Fortune approached neighborhood organizations:
- The local Community Board,
- The tenant's association for the building next door,
- The Council for the 30th Police Precinct and
- The Friends of (the nearby) Riverbank State Park.

For its outreach work, Fortune hired as its community liaison someone who
- lived in the neighborhood,
- was a pillar of society,
- had significant experience with programs for the formerly incarcerated, and
- who was a great presenter and a better listener.

Accompanying the community liaison was a former Fortune client. The two of them gave Fortune's outreach legitimacy and authenticity.

In addition, both Fortune's Board President and its Executive Director met one-on-one with influential individuals. These individuals were from groups likely to support Fortune as well as from groups likely to oppose it. As Fortune's Executive Director said

“*It was about building a bucketful of individual relationships. We gave out our phone numbers, even our home numbers.*”

In community meetings, Fortune stressed how supportive housing promotes public safety. For people returning from prison or jail, supportive housing is a safer alternative than leaving individuals unsupervised and on the streets.

Fortune invited its opponents to visit the organization's other facilities; and it conducted and attended six to eight community meetings every month for five years straight.
From the start, Fortune was a good neighbor,
- clearing garbage that had accumulated in the building,
- clearing ice off the sidewalks,
- taking care of a noise problem,
- evicting its tenant at the parking lot next store to the Castle (because he was
- selling drugs not parking spaces), and
- getting National Historic Landmark status for the Castle – thus making the
building a source of neighborhood pride.

Fortune continues to be a good neighbor. It still participates in six to eight community
meetings a month. Also, next door to The Castle, Fortune is constructing brand-new,
mixed-use, permanent supportive and affordable housing; and Fortune will reserve 50
of the units there for low-income members of the local community. Due to its “green”
features ad its proximity to The Castle, the new building is aptly named, Castle Gardens.

The Child Murderer

The Castle faced an important challenge when someone who had been convicted of
murdering a child came to live there. News leaked out and triggered demonstrations –
day and night.

Fortune asked the person to leave because he did not follow the rules, but in the
process the organization learned an important lesson. Many of the protesters were
immigrants from the Dominican Republic; and Fortune had not targeted its outreach to
the neighborhood’s somewhat less organized Dominican and Latino communities.
Fortune learned the need to reach out even to stakeholders who may be
disenfranchised or less engaged politically.

Another Lesson Learned

Gaining acceptance for The Castle was an important social change. Fortune
accomplished this change by
- identifying key stakeholders,
- honoring their reactions and responding in meaningful ways,
- creating opportunities for ongoing dialogue, and
- insuring that the stakeholders understand how The Castle benefits them.

A project of the International Community Corrections Association (ICCA)
Fund by the Public Welfare Foundation
Northeastern Colorado
Rural Location: Special Considerations

In rural, northeastern Colorado, a community corrections organization won zoning approval for constructing a 100 bed facility. The community corrections organization built a facility that accommodates 70 beds as well as a non-residential program.

Because of the rural location, some particular siting issues came into play.

Distance from Residential Communities

The residential community corrections center was nowhere near any residential community, and this helped to minimize objections from the public.

Water and Sewer

Given the center's construction in a rural location, water and sewer issues had to be addressed.

Economic Contributions

In this community, the center's economic impact was particularly significant. Whenever it could, the center invested its resources in the local economy – from banking to construction.

Costs

In the rural location, real estate was more readily affordable.
In establishing its program, community corrections center also utilized many approaches that are also common for urban and suburban sites.

Support from Government Leaders

State and local government leaders recognized the need for the center. The State of Colorado provided some funding and the area Community Corrections Board lent its support. The center also worked for the support of the local sheriff, the County Commissioners, and the heads of the Zoning, Public Works and Fire Departments. Involving all the major players early on was key to the project's success.
Community Outreach

The center had to educate the local community about the nature and benefits of community corrections. At two public hearings on its zoning request, the center emphasized the benefits of community corrections, including job creation, availability of treatment programs in the community, benefits to the courts and the county, and the cost-efficiency of community corrections over prisons or jails. In the local newspapers, positive comments outweighed negative ones.

The center grows community support through inmate volunteer programs, community service and neighborhood cleanups. Center management attends local board meetings and is proactive should concerns come up.
Riverside, California
Heart-breaking Change of Heart

An effort to open a residential correctional facility for homeless parolees in Southern California began with a visit to the Chief of Police. Leaders in Community Alternatives (LCA) presented the chief with their plans for renovating an abandoned police station that had been vacant for 4 or 5 years. The 40,000 square foot building was surrounded by a brick wall with electronic gates and was ideally located near bus lines but apart from residential neighbors; an animal shelter was the closest neighbor. There would be no external changes to the building.

The Police Chief assured LCA that if they operated in a business-like manner and did a good job, the residential facility was okay by him. If the facility created problems, he would shut it down. So warned, the zoning process began in earnest.

Next Steps

LCA canvassed the immediate neighbors, distributing handouts describing the agency, the proposed facility, and “Q&A”s to nearby businesses.

The agency contacted the Mayor and other members of the Board of Supervisors and gained their support.

LCA carried letters of support with them as part of their presentation to the Planning Commission, and brought a graduate of their program with them to testify. One of the commission members stated “It is our responsibility to ‘step up to the plate’” because there were no residential services in the community for the thousands of parolees who lived there. The Commission voted 6-0 in favor of the facility.

Show Down

The final arbiter of the approval process was the City Council. LCA went into the meeting with the Mayor’s support; 3 of the council members expressed support while 2 others were sitting on the fence, saying that if there was no opposition, they would be ok with it. One community person after another spoke in support of the project. Not on neighbor spoke in opposition.
And then, the Police Chief (yes, the first person to come on board with the facility) rose up and expressed his concerns about the safety of having such a facility in the community. He was concerned about having 100 parolees living in the community under one roof – of course he ignored the fact that there were thousands living in the community completely unsupervised and without any support.

The Council voted 3-2, against.

Recouping the Losses

This completely unanticipated outcome cost the agency dearly, nearly $250,000 having been expended on plans and other preparations for opening the facility. LCA responded by suing the city on grounds of discrimination against people with substance abuse addictions under the Americans with Disabilities Act, and won! Lost were months of effort, and the heartbreak of opening a program desperately needed for the community, but the cash outlays were recovered.

Lesson Learned

Achieving community support is more a matter of keeping plates spinning than checking items off a checklist. In retrospect, the Police Chief should have been kept involved throughout the process from beginning to end. He never believed they would get the support of the community, and when they did, he didn’t want the program “on his watch”, and decided to oppose.
San Antonio, Texas
Moving to the Convent: Zoning Change Required

In San Antonio, Texas, Crosspoint, Inc. had a chance to move to a five acre property that housed an 86,000 square foot convent. The building was perfectly adaptable to Residential Community Corrections Center (RCC) needs, now and in the future. The RCC encountered - and overcame - heavy community opposition.

Building on Existing Support

The RCC first approached those who were most likely to support its move.

The nuns selling the convent had moved into a new facility just across the street. The nuns welcomed the RCC and prayed for its success in getting the needed zoning.

The RCC then approached a county commissioner who was a long-time supporter of the RCC.

The RCC CEO wrote to the local law enforcement association and got a written endorsement, and he used his zoning attorney as an intermediary with local politicians.

The RCC continued contacting likely supporters ahead of others. In roughly the following order, the RCC approached political leaders, criminal justice faculty at a university's local branch, law enforcement, community activists, business leaders, a local public relations firm, non-profit and civic groups such as the Rotary, and neighborhood associations.

The RCC did not contact the media until it was necessary to respond to claims made by move opponents.

Community Meetings

The RCC hosted and controlled three smoothly run community meetings at its proposed new site. Later, the RCC participated in two additional meetings that move opponents called on their own turf. These last two meetings, highly negative and chaotic, showed the advantage of an RCC's hosting its own meetings.

Making the Case for the RCC

The RCC readied facts to counter objections. University faculty published local research showing
that establishing a halfway house in a neighborhood could help improve property values and lower crime rates. Also, the RCC developed a variety of written materials including

- an "elevator speech" (a very succinct case for the RCC move),
- a Frequently Asked Questions guide,
- a "Myth vs. Fact" sheet for staff and board members use, and
- a series of newspaper articles and ads.

In addition, the RCC prepared a four page pamphlet, with photos, that described the RCC's history, its relationship with the nuns, and client success stories and relevant statistics.

The Outcome

The RCC prevailed, with the City Council voting 9 to 2 in favor of the zoning change. The RCC continued to build good relations with the community. For example the RCC placed ads in city and district newspapers, reintroducing itself.

The RCC established a Neighborhood Advisory Committee, composed of neighbors, local business owners and members of the faith community. It included about 8 people who supported the RCC's move, and 4 who had not. The Advisory Committee encouraged the RCC to

- provide free outpatient care to certain local residents,
- buy within the community,
- organize clean-up efforts for elderly neighbors and
- host a neighborhood picnic.

Finally, the RCC is working with its zoning attorney to modify overly restrictive zoning provisions.
San Francisco, California
Knocking on Every Door

The opportunity arose in 1998 for Leaders in Community Alternatives (LCA) to open a new, 100-bed residential correctional facility located 10 blocks away from an existing facility that had been operating as a halfway house since 1980. To generate support in the new neighborhood, a supportive neighbor from the existing halfway house location was recruited to go door to door with information about the new facility. He knocked on every door within a 300 foot radius, handing out agency literature and detailing his experience with the halfway house being a good neighbor that provided a needed community service.

When the agency appeared at the conditional use hearing, they carried with them letters of support from community members in the original halfway house neighborhood. (The agency wrote the letters and had the neighbors sign them.) Because of the successful door-to-door campaign in the new neighborhood, there was not one opponent at the conditional use hearing, and the permit was awarded.

Déjà vu

The State of California has embarked on a county-based community corrections initiative, moving state money to the county level for contracting residential correction services. San Francisco will be putting out bids for new residential beds.

LCA is responding to the bid by going back to the original 1980 halfway house, which is vacant and in the process of a major remodel because of a fire, with plans for re-opening the facility for 75-80 clients under the new contract.

The siting strategy this time around involves utilizing the current zoning of the building which allows the criminal justice population, by right. However, recognizing that there are some new neighbors since 1998, a few of whom who were very opposed to the building being used even as a residential hotel, LCA will be a good neighbor, and once again begin knocking on doors. They will go right to the naysayers, first with the 1998 letters of support from the neighbors who are still here. Having proper zoning certainly strengthens the argument, but failing to talk to neighbors and gain support could derail the program with the bad publicity and new problems – not worth the risk!!
Research Synopsis: Literature Review


For the purpose of this survey of research literature, only research conducted since 2000, by independent researchers not employed by the agency being evaluated, has been included.

A fair reading of the research suggests that community residential reentry centers, although underutilized in many jurisdictions, can play a critical role in promoting public safety and offender reentry success, especially during the period of time that offender risk and needs are highest—the first six months to one year following release from prison.

This study comprises:

• Three national studies, two from the United States and one from the United Kingdom, that support the efficacy of halfway houses and other reentry programs; and
• Two statewide studies of work release, one from Washington State and one from Ohio, that document program effectiveness and low re-arrest rates.

Conclusion: Treatment Works

Especially in light of the incorporation of the “What Works” literature in corrections, which focuses on the principles of risk, need, and responsivity and the growing use of validated risk need assessment instruments, such as the Level of Service Inventory-Revised (LSI-R) instrument, we can conclude, as a recent review of the literature on community-based residential facilities in Canada did, that “treatment is effective.”
RESEARCH SYNOPSIS: COLORADO DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE


An exhaustive review of the literature on effective recidivism reduction programs and effective early prevention programs identifies evidence-based approaches.

In its findings regarding the impact of incarceration, the study finds that employment, aging and marriage contribute to the termination of criminal activity, and that these pay a more important role in recidivism reduction than incarceration and surveillance-oriented supervision. Further, research shows that when supervision is service-oriented and focuses on the individual offender’s deficits that are related to criminal behavior (such as addiction, employment problems, unstable living arrangements, pro-criminal attitudes and associates), recidivism can be significantly reduced.

Programs that work to significantly reduce recidivism include:

- Education and vocational programming
- Substance abuse treatment, especially therapeutic communities and after-care
- Drug Courts
- Sex Offender Treatment
- Cognitive Behavioral Treatment
- Crisis Intervention Teams for mental health issues
- Interpersonal skills training for juveniles
- Community-based family style group homes for institutionalized juveniles
- Multi-systemic therapy
- Family Based programs such as Functional Family Therapy, Multi-Dimensional Treatment Foster Care and Multi-Systemic Therapy

Highly effective prevention programs include:

- Nurse/home visits
- Nurse Family Partnerships
• Parent Management training
• Child social skills training
• School based programs (anti-bullying, etc.)
• Community-based after school and mentoring programs

Essential to all success is maintaining high degrees of fidelity to program design, and sufficient investment to operate programs correctly.
Research Synopsis: Texas (TDCJ)


The State of Texas utilizes Restitution Centers to reintegrate ex-offenders into society. The Centers provide structured living, treatment, education and employment opportunities.

A report by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice shows the financial benefits that come from the employment of the Restitution Center residents. In Fiscal Year 2001, from their earnings, center residents paid out over $4.5 million:

- $988,000 in restitution
- $260,000 in dependent support
- $415,000 in probation fees
- $302,000 in fines and
- over two and a half million dollars in room/board and other facility fees.

In addition, Restitution Center residents contributed another $600,000 worth of community service.
Research Synopsis – Washington State


At the direction of the state legislature, the Washington State Institute for Public Policy evaluated work release programs of the state’s Department of Corrections. In 2007, the DOC operated 15 such facilities for 700 residents state-wide.

In its measure of “total recidivism,” the Institute For Public Policy included a new conviction for any felony or misdemeanor. Compared to those who did not participate in a work release facility, the study found that participation in work release “lowers total recidivism by 2.8%.”

Furthermore, the Institute for Public Policy determined that the benefits of residential work release facilities far outweigh the costs. Based on felony recidivism findings, the Institute calculated that

*participation in work release generates $3.82 of benefits per dollar of cost. The benefits (about $2,300 per work release participant) stem from the future benefits to taxpayers and crime victims from reduced recidivism.*
RESEARCH SYNOPSIS: TEXAS (CJPC)


In 1992, the State of Texas established a Substance Abuse Felony Punishment Program for

- offenders,
- under community supervision,
- with substance abuse problems and
- whose participation is a condition of probation.

The Program includes three components:
1. Nine to 12 months of intensive treatment in a secure facility,
2. then 3 months in a residential treatment facility, and
3. finally, 3 to 9 months of outpatient counseling.

The Program's evaluation reports remarkable results:

Participants who completed all phases of the program had a 7% recidivism rate, significantly lower than the 32% recidivism rate of the comparison group.

Furthermore, the Texas Criminal Justice Policy Council estimated that for every 100 people placed in the Substance Abuse Felony Punishment Program, the state avoided $770,000 in incarceration costs.

The Program shows that residential community corrections can link treatment during incarceration with crime-free life after incarceration.
Research Synopsis: Washington County, Oregon


In Washington County, Oregon, the Community Corrections Department provided ex-offenders with substance free transitional housing. An evaluation of this endeavor showed positive results from the use of such housing:

Longer lengths of stay in any transitional housing ... (over and above the other services participants received) resulted in less substance abuse at follow-up and in decreases in stress over time.
Research Synopsis: Colorado


In a 2006 study, the Nicole Hetz-Burrell and Kim English, researchers for the State of Colorado, noted several benefits from its use of halfway houses:

*Offenders in halfway houses across the state paid more than $2.6 million in state taxes and approximately $6.7 million in federal taxes between FY00 and FY04. They earned more than $115 million and paid over $36 million in room and board during that period.*

*Escape rates and technical violations were greatly reduced – sometimes by half – for offenders who participated in substance abuse, mental health, sex offender, domestic violence, cognitive, family or budget services.*

*Of all offenders who successfully completed community corrections in the five year period, 85 percent remained crime free after being at risk for 12 months and 75 percent remained crime-free after being at risk for 24 months.*

The Colorado studies show the wide range of benefits that can come from the use of residential community corrections.
Research Synopsis: Ohio


In the State of Ohio, some individuals about to be released from prison participate in a Halfway House program; others do not. Professor Edward Latessa, head of the criminal justice program at the University of Cincinnati led a study that compared the recidivism of halfway house participants with the recidivism of similar individuals who did not go to a halfway house.

Dr. Latessa's study found that people who successfully completed halfway house programs had a lower recidivism rate than those who did not go to a halfway house: 22.1 percent compared to 27.9%.

Furthermore, the study showed that the positive effect of halfway house “treatment” was most significant among individuals with the highest risk of recidivism. This poses a dilemma for a community interested in enhancing its safety.

The community might be more willing to accept what Ohio calls a halfway house, if the facility supported only low-risk offenders.

However, the greatest impact of Ohio's Halfway House programs was in reducing the likelihood of recidivism among high-risk offenders.
Cost Effectiveness: Understanding Boston


This report examines efforts of various states to reinvent their corrections systems in more innovative ways informed by data and best practices. Several states are enacting major policy changes to reduce the practice of incarceration and lower the cost of corrections. The result has been not only more cost-effective government, but also, even more importantly, improved public safety.

Corrections budgets nationally and locally have exploded over the past twenty years at the expense of other investments. Corrections budgets nationally have increased nearly 300 percent over the past 20 years. Over the past ten years in Massachusetts, Corrections budgets enjoyed double digit growth while Higher Education budget was cut by 7.5%. Meanwhile, corrections populations largely remained constant, rising less then 5 percent overall.

The states with reform initiatives in place have reduced their prison populations, focused resources on those most likely to re-offend and saved millions of dollars – helping to offset budgetary impacts on other state services. Michigan for example, has closed 13 corrections facilities and saved $500 million since it began a corrections reform initiative in 2003. It has also continued to see reduced levels of re-offending.

Massachusetts must begin, based on proven models, to build a system that reduces recidivism and improves public safety. Recommended solutions include:

- Making the reduction of recidivism the collective goal of the criminal justice system.
- Establishing uniform data collection and information sharing.
- Using science to guide policy-making.
- **Examining laws and practices that restrict access to supervised reentry programs in the community for non-violent individuals.**
- Collaborating with multiple stakeholders in the communities to which prisoners return and using the existing community capacity to improve reentry outcomes and reduce the risk of re-offense.
• Reconsidering resource allocations that direct significant resources to prison and jail infrastructure and proportionally far fewer resources to programs and services that are proven to reduce recidivism.
• Directing corrections resources to managing and preparing higher-risk prisoners for successful transition into the community.

These actions will lead to lower prison and jail populations, a less expensive corrections system and improved public safety outcomes with fewer ex-prisoners returning to crime.
Cost Effectiveness: The Extravagance of Imprisonment


The premise of this study is that there are compelling reasons to consider alternatives to incarceration for nonserious offenders:

- US jail and prison populations are the largest in the world, and its incarceration rates are the highest.
- Admissions continue to increase each year.
- “Get tough on crime” laws result in an increasingly larger percentage of inmates convicted of less serious crimes.
- Local and state coffers are low or empty.
- Alternatives to prison proven to protect public safety, reduce recidivism, and save taxpayer money are already in use across the country.
- Polls show the public supports alternatives.

This report analyzes prison and jail populations in the US as a whole and in four key states—California, Florida, New York, and Texas—to determine 1) how many prisoners are nonserious offenders and what it costs to lock them up, 2) what proven effective alternatives are in use and what they cost, and 3) what offenders were sentenced to alternatives instead of prison and jail.

This report is based on a hypothetical of adopting alternatives for 80% of the nonserious, nonsexual prison and jail population. Each type of nonserious offender was assigned a level of supervision and treatment or rehabilitation appropriate for the type of offense committed. The alternatives selected are electronic monitoring, reporting programs (day reporting centers and work release programs), drug treatment, and drug courts—all currently in use in the four chosen states. All are shown to be effective.

The potential savings across the U.S. is $9.7 Billion – $2.4 Billion in Texas alone.
Cost Effectiveness: High Cost of Incarceration


This report first documents the high and rising rates of incarceration in the United States, comparing the U.S. prison and jail population to the rest of the world and to our own historical experience. The report then reviews the main causes for the rise in incarceration and analyzes the relationship between incarceration and national crime rates. The final section of the report quantifies some of the direct financial costs of incarceration and discusses the scope for budgetary savings, particularly for state and local governments.

The United States currently incarcerates a higher share of its population than any other country in the world. The U.S. incarceration rate – 753 per 100,000 people in 2008 – is now about 240 percent higher than it was in 1980.

A reduction by one-half in the incarceration rate of non-violent offenders would lower correctional expenditures by $16.9 billion per year and return the U.S. to about the same incarceration rate of 1993 (which was already high by historical standards). The large majority of these savings would accrue to financially squeezed state and local governments, amounting to about one-fourth of their annual corrections budgets. As a group, state governments could save $7.6 billion, while local governments could save $7.2 billion.

A review of the extensive research on incarceration and crime suggests that these savings could be achieved without any appreciable deterioration in public safety.

Other findings include:

- In 2008, one of every 48 working-age men (2.1 percent of all working-age men) was in prison or jail.
- In 2008, the U.S. correctional system held over 2.3 million inmates, about two-thirds in prison and about one-third in jail.
• Non-violent offenders make up over 60 percent of the prison and jail population. Nonviolent drug offenders now account for about one-fourth of all offenders behind bars, up from less than 10 percent in 1980.

• The total number of violent crimes was only about three percent higher in 2008 than it was in 1980, while the total number of property crimes was about 20 percent lower. Over the same period, the U.S. population increased about 33 percent and the prison and jail population increased by more than 350 percent.

• Crime can explain only a small portion of the rise in incarceration between 1980 and the early 1990s, and none of the increase in incarceration since then. If incarceration rates had tracked violent crime rates, for example, the incarceration rate would have peaked at 317 per 100,000 in 1992, and fallen to 227 per 100,000 by 2008 – less than one third of the actual 2008 level and about the same level as in 1980.
Cost Effectiveness: Outside the Cell (Texas)


The Texas Public Policy Foundation embraces the principals of individual responsibility, free enterprise, limited government, and private property rights. They note that Margaret Thatcher reduced the prison population of Great Britain by 20%. The Right and Left unite on justice goals: reduce crime, empower and restore victims, prioritize limited resources. Currently, 88% of State Corrections funds go to prisons, harming the front end of the justice system and taxpayers.

Texas reforms in 2007 shifted resources from prison building to strengthening juvenile and adult probation and parole, saving a half billion dollars and sending $57.8 million to counties to handle youth misdemeanants once sent to institutions. In 2008, adult parolee crimes declined 7.6% and juvenile adjudications declined 10.3%


Principles of reform include victim restitution; alternatives with accountability; probation with work programs, drug testing, GPS monitoring and using risk/needs assessment tools. Focus prison on dangerous offenders, conduct cost-benefit analyses of budget expenditures, and use performance measures. Promote successful reentry through the use of halfway houses which can cost less than half of prisons.

Inmates ranked equivalent time in seven different alternative sanctions such as day reporting, intensive supervision, probation and community service as tougher than prison.

Conclusion: America is ready for enlightened, data-driven solutions to reduce crime, empower and restore victims, and control costs.
Cost Effectiveness: Restorative Justice


This presentation outlines the shortcomings of traditional, punitive justice approaches in the United States which has proved ineffective and self-perpetuating. Proposed are two alternative systems, namely, Restorative Justice, which is victim-based, and Community Justice. The former repairs harms to people; the latter improves neighborhood quality of life.

In exploring the deficiencies of incarceration, the presentation examines the cost implications of recidivism (re-offending) and revocation (being sent back to prison for violation of conditions of probation).

- Within 3 years - 69,116 Were Returned to Prison (Langan & Levin, 2002)
  - 51.8% were returned for technical violations

- Equivalent to Demand for 69.1 New Prisons of 1000 beds
  - Mid-Range Cost for Construction about $60,000/bed = $60,000,000/prison
    - 69.1 prisons = $4,146,000,000 (i.e., $4.1 Billion)
  - Mid-Range Operating Costs/Year ($30,000/bed) = $30,000,000/prison
    - 69.1 prisons = $2,073,000,000 (i.e., $2.07 Billion)
  - Life Cycle Costs (30 years)
    - (Construction Costs) + (Operating Costs/yr.) (30yrs) = Life Cycle Cost/Prison
      - ($60,000,000) + ($30,000,000) (30) = $960,000,000/prison for 30 years
      - (69.1 prisons) ($960,000,000) = $66,336,000,000 (i.e., $66.3 Billion)

Among the costs of punishment oriented Justice in the U.S., in 2007:

- 26,191 more people were admitted to prison than released.
  - Equivalent to 26.2 new prisons with 1000 beds each.
- Construction Costs @ $60,000,000/prison x 26.2 prisons = $1.52 BILLION
- Annual Operating Costs @ $30,000,000/prison/yr. x 26.2 prisons = $786,000,000/yr.
- Life Cycle Costs for 30 Years for 26.2 Prisons
  - Construction + (Annual Operations) (30yrs.) = Life Cycle Costs
    - $60 Million + ($786,000,000) (30) = $23,640,000,000 $23.6 BILLION
- 26.2 Prisons
Cost Effectiveness: Step by Step Guide


This quick guide comprised a series of two, 60-minute webinars introducing the Cost-Benefit Knowledge Bank for Criminal Justice found at www.cbkg.org.

The series is designed to train participants to assess their jurisdiction’s return on investment from criminal justice expenditures; explain the costs of crime and benefits from crime avoided; and consume and produce high-quality cost-benefit analyses.

The Guide examines the impact of incarceration on crime, i.e., a 10% increase in the incarceration rate leads to a 2.6% reduction in crime. The resulting cost benefit ratio of incarceration ranges from $.91 to $2.78.

The cost-benefits of various interventions to reduce crime are examined, e.g., Functional Family Therapy (for juvenile offenders) reduces crime by 18.1% at a cost savings, per person, of over $54,000 with a net savings to each taxpayer of $17,000+.

The lessons of cost-benefit assessments are that incarceration reduces crime; there are diminishing returns to incarceration; crime costs are influenced by type of crime and how resources are used to arrest, convict, and sentence offenders. Also, using effect sizes, CBA can provide a framework to compare across policy choices.
Cost Effectiveness: Lower Crime, Lower Cost


This report details some of the criminal justice reforms undertaken by the State of Texas since 2003 by strengthening alternatives to incarceration for adults and juveniles. The State has achieved significant reductions in crime while avoiding more than $2 billion in taxpayer costs that would have been incurred had Texas simply constructed more than 17,000 prison beds that a 2007 projection indicated would be needed. Similarly, juvenile crime has markedly declined at the same time Texas has reduced the number of youths in state institutions by 52.9 percent.

The report concludes that an increased emphasis on policies that are both tough and smart has enabled the state to turn the tide and reduce crime while controlling costs to taxpayers. Given the strain on the state’s budget, policymakers will likely face a new challenge of not merely avoiding the massive costs of new lockups, but actually trimming the corrections budget while continuing to enhance public safety. Fortunately, solutions are available, such as realigning corrections spending to strengthen cost-effective community corrections programs that prevent re-offending, fostering the use of evidence-based supervision practices in all probation departments, and enacting targeted sentencing reforms. Policymakers must also evaluate the effectiveness of programs to rehabilitate inmates before they are released, ensuring those that keep inmates from returning are not eliminated. By continuing to build upon the initiatives that are successfully reducing both crime and incarceration rates, Texas can achieve further crime reductions and lower its corrections budget through the closure of unneeded adult and juvenile correctional facilities.
“...reduced crime rates in neighborhoods around halfway houses”
—Criminologist Michael Gilbert 2005 Study

16650 Huebner Rd., #1336
San Antonio, TX 78248

June 9, 2005

Mr. Paul Biever
Executive Director
Crosspoint, Inc.
420 Baltimore St.
San Antonio, TX 78215-1936

Dear Mr. Biever:

I have recently learned of the public resistance your organization is receiving from local business owners near the proposed location of a new halfway house facility your organizations plans to build at 1000 N. Alamo St. for federal offenders returning to the San Antonio area. As I understand it, the primary concern of local business owners seems to be a perceived threat presented by the residents of the halfway house to property values and public safety. Crosspoint, Inc. has operated a facility within a half-mile of the 1000 N. Alamo St. address for many years without any adverse impacts on either crime or property values. Although, the anxieties of the business owners are understandable, their views are probably are due to a lack of information and understanding about the issues involved. Perhaps, my comments below will help reduce their anxieties.

As a criminologist, one of my research interests is the relationship between adverse social conditions and patterns of crime patterns in San Antonio. This research uses the geographical location of all homicides between 1977 and 2003 as a proxy measure for street crime because homicide is the most accurately recorded index crime and, when aggregated across several years, provides an excellent indicator of neighborhood crime rates. Violence can occur anywhere in the city; however, it does not occur everywhere equally. Neighborhoods where homicides frequently occur stand out and are typically
characterized by high rates of crime in most or all other street crime categories. Those neighborhoods with higher concentrations of homicides also have higher concentration of overall street crime. Those with the least homicides are the neighborhoods with the lowest crime rates.

When multi-year patterns (1978-1982, 1983-1987, 1988-1992, 1993-1997, 1998-2003) are examined, none of the areas around (or near) the halfway houses operated by Crosspoint, Inc. are associated with high crime areas of our city. In fact, it is quite the opposite. These neighborhoods have been and continue to be low crime areas. Additionally, there is no indication of a spike, or increase, in crime rates during the time periods examined in areas close to any of the Crosspoint, Inc. facilities.

As a member of the Greater San Antonio Crime Prevention Commission, I have attended all but two meetings over the last 30 months. At each of these meetings the Manager of the Strategic Analysis and Crime Mapping Unit of the San Antonio Police Department presents local crime density patterns for the last 30 to 90 days. None of these crime density presentations has identified a spike in crime associated with areas close to the halfway houses operated by your organization. However, occasionally there is an increase in crimes along the southeast edge of San Antonio College where a few bars are located along N. Main Ave. between E. Myrtle St. and E. Laurel St. The most common crimes associated with these spikes are burglary of vehicles, simple assault and drug possession. This area is about a half-mile away from the closest of the Crosspoint, Inc. halfway houses, which are in the opposite direction -north and east of San Antonio College.

In short, neither my research nor SAPD monthly crime patterns support the assertion that higher neighborhood crime rates are associated with the presence of Crosspoint, Inc. halfway houses. Furthermore, I am unable to find any documented evidence of increased crime rates associated with halfway houses in the published research literature. In fact, Daniel Lauber (1996, p. 386) in an article in the *John Marshall Law Review* (vol. 29) notes research findings that are just the opposite reduced crime rates in neighborhoods around halfway houses.

Another concern on the minds of area business people is that the presence of the halfway house will negatively impact property values. Again their fears may be understandable but are unlikely to be realized for several reasons. First, after doing an exhaustive search of the research literature in criminal justice, criminology, business, and real estate disciplines I was unable find research evidence of a negative association between halfway houses, group homes, or prisons and property values. However, Daniel Lauber (1996, p. 385-386) also notes that:
"More than fifty studies have examined ... [the impact of halfway houses (added)] on property values. All of them, despite differing methodologies, have discovered that group homes and halfway houses have no effect on property values, even for houses adjacent to community residences [i.e., halfway houses or group homes (added)]. Conversely, studies have shown that community residences are often the best maintained properties on the block. Moreover, most neighbors within one or two blocks of the home do not even know that a group home or halfway house is nearby."

Second, Crosspoint, Inc. has operated halfway houses for many years to assist ex-offenders as they reenter society and reestablish their lives. To my knowledge residential or business property values near these facilities have not lost value. Third, over the last two decades rural communities have aggressively sought to have public prisons, private prisons and other justice related facilities located within their communities.

Finally, halfway houses provide a crucial service that benefits our neighborhoods, our city and the society at large. The programs and services provided by Crosspoint, Inc., and other agencies that operate halfway houses, assist offenders during this difficult transition and make it less likely they will fail. In this way, halfway house residents receive the support and supervision they need until they are in a better position to be successful. The barriers to successful reentry are enormous. Returning offenders are restricted in where they can work, the types of work they can pursue, whom they can associate with, where they can go, and what they can do. Without assistance and support these barriers can become overwhelming and could quickly lead to frustration and re-offending as a way to either meet basic needs or return to prison. If that were to happen, public safety would be threatened. Recidivism harms everyone and is extremely expensive. Consequently, it is in the public interest to assist the formerly incarcerated with their reentry. The greatest risk to public safety and public resources is to not assist them and further isolate them from society. Halfway houses help turn the odds of becoming a contributing member of society in the offender's favor.

The best evidence available indicates that the presence of a halfway house presents little risk to either public safety or property values in the area; and, halfway houses provide important social services and produce important social benefits. The site your agency has selected for the new facility is close to an ideal location. It is about a block away from major bus routes. It is in the downtown area where essential services, needed by residents, are located. There are no homes adjacent to the site. It is located next to a highway over pass and the lot has space for a facility that would provide housing and programming for residents and their families. A facility located at this site would improve
the ability of Crosspoint, Inc. to realize its mission by providing a broader array of services and programs to those returning to society from prison and their families.

I hope this letter is useful in calming the resistance of the business owners in the areas around the 1000 N. Alamo 81 location of the proposed facility.

Best regards,

Michael J. Gilbert, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Criminal Justice
Property Values: Boston, Massachusetts


The report studied condominium sales over a 5 year period in two locations within the City of Boston. The first location in the South End is in proximity to a pre-release facility operated by Community Resources for Justice; the second location is in the Fenway area is close to a second, similar facility.

Data was collected representing a sampling of unit sales. The evidence shown is that substantial appreciation in value was achieved on each transfer of ownership.

There is no evidence that the presence of a halfway house/pre-release facility in either of these neighborhoods had a negative impact on property values. The rapid and significant increase in prices for residential condominiums has been the trend during the time frame analyzed. The unit sales in the neighborhoods sampled appear to have exceeded the trend in terms of appreciation of value.
May 5, 2006

Kevin J. Downey, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer
Crosspoint of San Antonio
420 Baltimore
San Antonio, TX 78214-1936

Dear Dr. Downey:

This is in response to your letter dated 14 March 06, in response to the Federal Bureau of Prison's request for proposals for residential services for federal offenders, specifically, the "Augusta House" at 605 Augusta, the "Blackburn House" at 201 E. Courtland, the "Hall House" at 1502 N. Pan Am and the "Pryor House" at 2321 N. Main. These houses have clearly been a part of their neighborhoods for some time.

I asked my staff to conduct a survey of the neighborhoods surrounding the locations of the four facilities. The surveys included a 3-year trending in all major categories of violent and property crimes, as well as the creation of density maps to reflect this data. The results do not indicate a pattern of crimes related to the halfway houses. In addition, officers visited the locations and learned that these houses provide reintegration to inmates who have less than 10% remaining on their sentences and are on work release programs. These residents have curfews and are checked regularly for drug use and work hard not to jeopardize their status. Though crime does occur in these neighborhoods, we have not associated any of the crimes with the halfway houses or their residents.

I have no concerns regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

William P. McManus
Chief of Police

WPM:ar

cc: Sheryl L. Sculley, City Manager
    Erik J. Walsh, Assistant City Manager
Property Values: Concord, New Hampshire


The purpose of this report was to compare general residential property values in the neighborhood surrounding the North End House with the general residential property values of similarly situated neighborhoods in Concord to determine if there are trends in values that may be attributed to the proximity of the North End House, a minimum security state prison facility.

The scope of the research included a visual inspection of the neighborhood; a market survey of historical sales data of residential sales in the Concord area over the prior 5 year period; previous appraisals of properties in the area; and interviews with residents of the neighborhood, real estate brokers and a real estate developer. Also, an extensive survey was made of the subject’s competitive market area to find sales data of residential homes.

The data was statistically analyzed to determine trends and differences in property value indicators that may be potentially affected by the proximity to the North End House in the neighborhood. The primary value indicators analyzed were the average sales price, median sales price, and average days on the market.

In general, the average selling price over the prior five years of residential properties in the subject neighborhood is approximately 2 to 5 percent higher than similar properties in the general Concord area. The overall marketing time of properties appears to be between 30-60 days greater than that of similar properties in the general Concord area.

The report concludes that properties in the subject neighborhood require a slightly longer marketing and exposure time before selling. However, this does not appear to affect the price of the sale. There does not appear to be any positive or negative impact on residential property values that can be attributed to the North End House facility. The values of properties appear to be competitive with similar type properties in other neighborhoods of Concord.
Property Values: New York City


Findings show that the values of properties within 500 feet of supportive housing (including that for ex-offenders) show steady growth relative to other properties in the neighborhood in the years after supportive housing opens. Properties somewhat further away (between 500 and 1,000 feet) show a decline in value when supportive housing first opens, but prices then increase steadily, perhaps as the market realizes that fears about the supportive housing turned out to be wrong.

The city, state, and providers of supportive housing must continue to maximize the positive effects of supportive housing and ensure that supportive housing residences remain good neighbors. But the evidence refutes the frequent assertions by opponents of proposed developments that supportive housing has a sustained negative impact on neighboring property values.

It was also found that the effects on neighboring property values do not depend on the size of the development (number of units).
Property Values: Alberta, Canada


Community resistance to halfway houses may be based on the fear that the presence of a house full of offenders will negatively impact property values in a neighborhood. There does not, however, appear to be any research to support the conclusion that halfway houses drive down the value of real estate in neighborhoods where they are located.

In six major studies of communities where halfway houses were opened, no significant change in average housing prices could be found. One study of over 4,400 real estate transactions in Ontario neighborhoods revealed that, in 5 out of 9 neighborhoods where halfway houses opened, average housing prices two years after opening were equal to or higher than average housing prices one year before opening.

In 1995, the British Columbia government formed a task group to study changes to property values in British Columbia communities that had “non-market housing” (which includes halfway houses). In all seven cases studied, the task group found no evidence that the presence of non-market housing negatively affected housing prices in impact areas. In 5 of the 7 projects examined, the average annual sale price increased more in the impact areas than in their control areas.
Studies on Halfway Houses: Washington, D.C.


A study of halfway houses in Washington, DC challenged myths about property values and crime rates in neighborhoods that include residential community corrections facilities.

With respect to housing prices, the study identified the following findings:

All of the neighborhoods with halfway houses and community based facilities experienced an increase in housing values for single family homes between 1997 and 2002, both on the street and within the zip code where the facilities are located over the past five years. This finding was true in neighborhoods in Northwest, Northeast and Southeast. In some neighborhoods studied, the houses directly around facilities had greater growth than those in the zip code as a whole. In other neighborhoods, houses directly around facilities experienced less of a growth in value than in the neighborhood as a whole.

Even homes that sold within a one-block radius of the facility experienced an increase in housing values over the past five years. Some homes within a couple of blocks of a facility actually doubled in value, or rose as much as $100,000.

Community based facilities have not contributed to a decrease in housing values in the neighborhoods where numerous facilities are located over the past five years.

In addition to studying Washington, DC property values, Lisa Feldman examined crime rates in neighborhoods that included residential community corrections facilities and related transitional housing.

Her study showed that “there is relatively little serious crime around community based facilities and halfway houses.” She reported “Between 1997 and 2001, reported crime in the areas surrounding community based facilities and halfway houses remained fairly constant, and crime declined around these institutions about as much as it has around places that may not normally be considered high crime areas.” The studies findings are
The number of crimes committed has not changed significantly over the past five years in neighborhoods that house community based facilities and halfway houses. The numbers of overall crimes in neighborhoods with community based facilities and halfway houses are actually quite low over the past five years.

Crime trends in neighborhoods with community based facilities and halfway houses are similar to those in neighborhoods with services that people would not normally associate with crime.
Why KCSARC is working with communities on the issue of sex offenders

Fit with our mission

Our mission is: To assist victims and their families recover from the trauma and through education and training, eliminate sexual assault. We look to a time when there are no more victims.

As increasing numbers of offenders are released to the community, KCSARC has a unique role to play. We assist communities to hold offenders accountable for their behavior by facilitating dialogue between communities and the criminal justice system.

- We are committed to end the silence about sexual assault.

We believe that only with full and accurate information about sexual assault, the conditions that lead to it and those who commit this crime, can we end the violence facing our communities. We have a stake in communities knowing what is happening – not only the specific individuals who are moving/returning, but also about the larger issues of sexual assault, and sexual violence that are occurring. We believe that we should not underestimate the capacity of a community to effectively confront this difficult information. To do so, it is important to treat members of the community with respect and as well as to provide tools and resources to allow them to develop their own unique solutions.

As community based agency, KCSARC can stay in the community for an extended time. We can hear people’s pain, fear and anger. We can facilitate a dialog, build skills, assist the community in putting new systems in place that reduce risk and assist them in holding offender accountable

- We are committed for the long term to helping communities face this crisis.
KCSARC is an agency well versed in responding to crisis. Whether that is the crisis of an individual or family or the larger crisis of a community, KCSARC has considerable experience in responding with assistance and solutions.

Our region is in a crisis. The considerable media attention on this issue has begun to inform the public that sex offenders reside in all neighborhoods. When individuals are afraid of sex offenders in their neighborhoods, they cannot distinguish between levels of threat (the difference between level 1, 2, 3, and sexually violent predator). Nor do they access the risk to themselves and others between a child molester versus an individual who rapes adult women.

**Key reason this is important to us:**

*We represent the voice of victims.* Decisions are made for the individuals victims (people who are victimized by this specific offender) as well as for the larger group of people who have been sexual victimized. It is essential that their voice be heard from their perspective, not from the perspective of the offenders, or Department of corrections. There are times when we facilitate having the victim present at hearings, etc, etc. There are other times when it is our voice, reminding the offender and the offender’s supporters, of what his actions did to this person.

**Who cares?**

Communities care. People want to trust the information that they receive on this issue, and know that their interests, as individuals, families and communities, are being taken into account. They want offenders to be held accountable, and they want to feel safe and secure in their own communities. When communities believe that decisions are made that are not in their interests, when they feel that their safety will be compromised, they are understandably fearful and angry. Victim concerns (represented by KCSARC) are typically parallel to the concerns of communities; hence KCSARC can be seen as a community advocate.

**What Expertise do we bring?**

We have 35 years of experience in assisting thousands of victims and their families, we know what victims face, how they feel and what they may need.
We also have considerable experience in helping groups of people (schools, businesses or communities) deal with the crisis of sexual assault. Our skills in facilitation of difficult processes and knowledge of the way people learn can directly apply to communities grappling with this issue.

**What is our vision for a community 1-10 years out?**

It is our vision that the community (however defined) will be able to talk about sexual assault in an on-going, healthy and proactive way. We want to see communities where universal precautions are part of the culture. Finally, we want to see communities talking about and acting on those pre conditions that lead to sexual assault.
1. Rising crime rate if in District A?  
   Research conducted at University 123 shows that crime in areas with Company XYZ facilities diminishes. Crime rate is the same or lower in neighborhoods in which a Company XYZ facility is located (as compared to demographically similar neighborhoods with no Company XYZ facility) (Supply backup documents)

2. Sex Offenders in house?  
   City of ABC’s Uniform Development Code prohibits transitional housing (such as Company XYZ) from housing individuals with sexually-oriented convictions. Company XYZ provides no residential services for sex offenders.

3. Violent criminals?  
   Company XYZ takes no one with any prior murder convictions (also a UDC prohibition).

4. Length of stay?  
   Average 95 to 121 days for residential clients.

5. Will property values drop?  
   No change in property values on current locations. Company XYZ facilities are clean, safe, and well-maintained.

6. Enhanced risk of such a large facility?  
   Each floor will be fully and appropriately staffed. Will continue using time-tested and respected accountability techniques to monitor and control client movement in the facility and in the community.

7. Number of beds and population?  
   [Redacted]

8. Security provided?  
   Programs are staffed 24-7 by residential monitors who have been thoroughly trained in accountability procedures. Electronic accountability system in use to track resident movement. Company XYZ is nationally accredited by the American Correctional Association as a residential service provider.

9. What benefits do we get from having you there?  
   Company XYZ will initially employ more than a dozen individuals at this facility, with the potential of 40 or more in the future. We are always seeking the opportunity to offer employment to eager and motivated individuals interested in working in an environment designed to build individual self worth and respect for everyone. Company XYZ also makes every effort to conduct routine business in our immediate neighborhoods, including purchases of supplies, food and services.
Company XYZ facilities will also be made available when possible for neighborhood activities and Company XYZ’s leadership looks forward to being an active participant in neighborhood organizations.

Company XYZ also maintains a Community Relations Board that meets regularly and is open to members of the community and all stakeholders. (use PR Activity list for examples)

10. Freedom of movement?
   Client movement in the community is allowed after client has completed an “orientation” phase, but it is limited and strictly monitored using procedures developed from Company XYZ’s ## years of experience and contract standards.

11. Who do they go to when there is a problem?
   Community members may contact Company XYZ administration or relevant emergency service or law enforcement as appropriate. All staff members are trained in crisis management. Facilities are staffed 24-7.

12. 24/7 coverage?
   At least three levels of staffing at every facility. Residential Monitors are on duty 24-7. A member of upper leadership also on-call 24-7.

13. Why did you pick this neighborhood?
   19% of our clients come from District-X. We think we should be in a variety of neighborhoods as our clients are from virtually every zip code in City of ABC. Company XYZ currently operates facilities in the Neighborhood One, Neighborhood Two, Neighborhood Three, and Neighborhood Four. Until recently we also operated a veterans program in the medical center district as well.

14. Riding the bus with us?
   Our clients are from City of ABC and like many citizens, most use public transportation throughout the city. Our clients are working to prepare for their return to home and family and are most interested in getting to and from work. (Company XYZ staff will explore current bus service to the area, including having staff ride buses on these routes to estimate our clients’ potential impact on ridership. If it seems likely our programming will create challenges to the existing services we will work with Transportation Company to improve these.)

15. Consequences of undesirable behavior?
   Our clients clearly understand that the consequences of inappropriate interpersonal behavior carry a greater penalty for them than for most other citizens. Misconduct will swiftly result in loss of program privileges and
restrictions from access to the community, in addition to the potential consequences all citizens face when they engage in inappropriate behavior. *(Be careful on this. Do not stress their involvement in CJ system. Our clients come to for a variety of reasons from a variety of circumstances.)*

16. How many times is City Police Dept. called?
   Rarely needed, but our staff are trained to know the level of intervention needed and would not hesitate to call police when appropriate. We have averaged approximately two calls per year in recent years.

17. Positions in facility?
   Facility Director, Case Manager, Residential Monitor and counselors for mental health and addiction. Main office staff include Chief Executive Officer, Director of Operations, Quality Assurance Administrator, Residential Corrections Administrator, Clinical Specialist, Quality Assurance Specialist, Community Services Specialist, Office Manager, Executive Assistant, Accountant, Support Clerks, Receptionist, Driver, Maintenance.

18. Client/staff movement in and around neighborhood?
   Company XYZ will have numerous staff on-site who will work in 8-hour shift rotations. Residents rarely own vehicles and most of their time is spent at work or involved in Company XYZ activities. Community activities other than employment will include visiting family and shopping for basic needs. The only other traffic coming into the site will be a limited number of visitors and outpatient clients.

19. Service types (in-house, Home Detention, outpatient)?
   Service types: residential transitional living and counseling, outpatient mental health and addiction treatment, employment and vocational assistance (primarily for residential clients).

20. Visiting hours?
   Most visiting occurs during daylight hours on weekends with limits in place to ensure numbers of visitors on site do not create safety or security problems. Some weekday visitation during evening hours is allowed based on program needs.

21. Will these residents be using drugs in the community?
   Residents are randomly and regularly drug and alcohol tested, w/ severe consequences for any use. The presence of alcohol or illicit drugs in test samples, or possession or use of substances will almost always result in temporary or permanent removal from the program.

22. Changes that will be made to the new facility?
   Company XYZ will make internal renovations such as installing sprinklers, cameras, door alarms, etc. We have no plans for expansion of parking areas or significant changes to the exterior of the buildings.
23. Will families of resident’s be moving in the community?
   Since the length of stay in our programs is less than 180 days in most cases, few if any families will relocate to the immediate neighborhood. (This has not occurred in relation to any existing Company XYZ facility.) Almost all Company XYZ clients are residents of City of ABC and DEF County and they are part of this program with the goal of returning to their community as productive citizens.

24. What occurred in the October 2004 incident at the facility?

   In ## years of services this has been the only instance of serious violence occurring in a Company XYZ facility. Our staff, clients, neighbors and law enforcement know that client accountability, safety and security are cornerstones of our organization. It is also important to remember that our clients share our goal for each individual to return to a productive life with reestablished and stronger bonds to families and the community.

   (DO NOT bring this issue up in conversation unless asked about it first.)

25. Why are you bringing such a large halfway house program into District A?
   Not a halfway house. We are bringing in a Social Services Center that will provide a variety of services. Besides services to the formerly incarcerated, we will provide outpatient mental health services, substance abuse services, employment assistance services and veterans services.
Fact Sheet: Community Concerns / Canada

In Ottawa, town hall meeting and online feedback focused on the following four questions:

1. What are some characteristics of your neighbourhood that Correctional Service of Canada should consider in making a decision about the location of the Parole Office?
2. What are your specific expectations or concerns with regard to potentially locating the Ottawa Parole Office at 116 Albert Street?
3. What role do you feel that you as an individual, and/or the community should play in offender reintegration?
4. How can we work together to help alleviate concerns and ensure public safety

- The location should provide:
  - easy access to public transit;
  - proximity of support services that parolees need to access;
  - proximity to good and affordable rental housing;
  - proximity to work locations, availability of work for parolees.

- Consider the following criteria:
  - avoiding residential areas, and presence of seniors, families, children, etc.;
  - locating in a business district or industrial park;
  - locating in a stand alone building in proximity to the police station;
  - locating away from elementary schools and children’s parks.

- The effective management of facilities which offer services to offenders represents one of the key elements supporting a successful interaction with the community. Decision House was cited as an example: the fact that it is well run has generated a high level of trust within the community.

- Many people and organizations work and volunteer to support the effective integration of offenders in the community, in collaboration with the Parole Office (e.g. the John Howard Society, the Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa, etc.).
- Providing information and education to community members on issues particular to parolees and on the role of parole offices would be useful; a positive attitude from the community should be encouraged.
- Supporting social services and reintegration through tax contribution.
- Ensuring that offenders are not placed in situations where they are at risk of re-offending.
- Providing employment.
- Volunteering with the parole office or with organizations that assist reintegration of offenders (e.g. circles of support re-entry programs). Provide information to the public to dispel misconceptions and to alleviate concerns.
- Events such as open houses could be helpful.
- Consider broadening the offering of social services and social housing to other parts of the city in order to address the perceived concentration of service offerings in a small geographic area downtown Ottawa.
- Provide communication and education to enhance public awareness:
  - to educate and reassure people about having a parole office in their neighbourhood;
  - to educate people on what to do, should they notice something unusual;
  - to reduce the amount of misinformation which creates a negative attitude in the community.
- Take measures to ensure public safety: e.g. police presence, locating the parole office in a suitable area.
- Consult parolees on the facilities and services they need in proximity of a parole office to assist in the selection of a suitable site for the Ottawa Parole Office.
Reentry Fact Sheet

Research findings on adverse social conditions and crime patterns in San Antonio was released by Dr. Michael Gilbert, Assoc. Professor of Criminal Justice at UTSA in 2005.

When multi-year patterns (1978-1982, 1983-1987, 1988-1992, 1993-1997, 1998-2003) are examined, none of the areas around (or near) the halfway houses operated by Crosspoint, Inc. are associated with high crime areas of our city. In fact, it is quite the opposite. These neighborhoods have been and continue to be low crime areas. Additionally, there is no indication of a spike, or increase, in crime rates during the time periods examined in areas close to any of the Crosspoint, Inc. facilities.

As a member of the Greater San Antonio Crime Prevention Commission, Dr. Gilbert also attended commission meetings during each of which the Manager of the Strategic Analysis and Crime Mapping Unit of the San Antonio Police Department presented local crime density patterns for the last 30 to 90 days. None of these crime density presentations identified a spike in crime associated with areas close to the halfway houses operated by Crosspoint.

Dr. Gilbert concluded that neither SAPD monthly crime patterns nor his research supported the assertion that higher neighborhood crime rates are associated with the presence of Crosspoint halfway houses. Furthermore, he was unable to find any documented evidence of increased crime rates associated with halfway houses in the published research literature, but did in fact find just the opposite. In a John Marshall Law Review article (1996), Daniel Lauber’s research found reduced crime rates in neighborhoods around halfway houses.

In May 2006, Chief of Police William McManus, wrote to Crosspoint CEO in response to the organization’s pursuit of a new federal contract. Chief McManus conducted his own research and his letter included the following findings:

I asked my staff to conduct a survey of the neighborhoods surrounding the locations of the four facilities. They surveys included a 3-year trending in all major categories of violent and property crimes, as well as the creation of density maps to reflect this data. The results do not indicate a pattern of crimes related to the halfway houses. In addition, officers visited the locations and learned that these houses provide reintegration to inmates who have less than 10% remaining on their sentences and are on work release programs. These residents have curfews and are checked regularly for drug use and work hard not to jeopardize their status. Though crime does occur in these neighborhoods, we have not associated any of the crimes with the halfway houses or their residents. I have no concerns regarding this matter.
Some opponents to residential reentry centers claim their presence causes property values to drop. The research says otherwise. A literature review conducted by the Center for Community Corrections and Doble Research Associates found: “the existing studies involving correctional cost impact indicate the property values nearby do not decline and that they may even increase as a result of location of a facility,” and the overwhelming majority of studies show that there is no negative effect on public safety in the vicinity of a correctional facility” (Public Outreach and Halfway Houses, August 2002).

According to research done by the Furman Center at New York University (2008),

*Findings show that the values of properties within 500 feet of supportive housing (including that for ex-offenders) show steady growth relative to other properties in the neighborhood in the years after supportive housing opens. Properties somewhat further away (between 500 and 1,000 feet) show a decline in value when supportive housing first opens, but prices then increase steadily, perhaps as the market realizes that fears about the supportive housing turned out to be wrong.*

*The city, state, and providers of supportive housing must continue to maximize the positive effects of supportive housing and ensure that supportive housing residences remain good neighbors. But the evidence refutes the frequent assertions by opponents of proposed developments that supportive housing has a sustained negative impact on neighboring property values.*

It was also found that the effects on neighboring property values do not depend on the size of the development (number of units).

In 2008, approximately 760,000 adult prisoners were released nationwide from state and federal prisons alone. According to research cited by Dr. Michael Gilbert at the Crosspoint zoning hearing in September 2009:

- **Over 7,000 formerly confined persons will return to San Antonio this year. Most will have little or no support and struggle to obtain housing, employment, and food.**
- **San Antonio and Bexar County have the lowest capacity for reentry program beds of any major metropolitan area in the nation. This condition is a direct threat to public safety.**
- **Transitional support and treatment sharply reduce recidivism and new victimization.**
  - Without support systems about 66 percent are rearrested within 3 yrs.
  - With treatment and support systems recidivism drops to 20-30% in that time frame.
OFFENDER REENTRY is the process through which an individual goes to prison and returns, trying to establish a crime-free life, reconnect with family, and contribute to his or her community.

Between 2002 and 2007, 2,295 offenders on average have returned from prison to Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency (CSOSA) supervision.

The core of CSOSA’s mission is to increase public safety and prevent crime by reducing recidivism. To do this, CSOSA works to reduce rearrests, improve education levels, increase employment rates, and reduce drug use among the population it serves.

Pursuing these goals requires strategic coordination between CSOSA, other government agencies, and community-based organizations through three stages of reentry — prison, transition, and community integration.

PRISON: During the first stage of reentry, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) incarcerates DC offenders in facilities located across the United States. The BOP works to place DC offenders within 500 miles of the District. The BOP provides a number of reentry programs for eligible offenders. Service areas include vocational training, substance abuse education and treatment, health and nutrition, employment, personal finance/consumer skills, information/community resources, release requirements and procedures, and personal growth and development. For more information, see www.bop.gov.

To increase the opportunities for DC offenders, CSOSA has facilitated videoconference Community Resource Days for offenders at the Rivers Correctional Institute in Winston, North Carolina, the BOP facility with the largest number of DC offenders (approximately 1,000 of more than 6,000 DC inmates). The videoconferences enable DC-based housing, healthcare, employment, and education providers to present information to soon-to-be released offenders.

TRANSITION: Roughly half of DC inmates returning from BOP custody to CSOSA supervision transition from prison to the community through a Residential Reentry Center, commonly referred to as a halfway house.

COMMUNITY INTEGRATION: The most intensive portion of CSOSA’s direct role in reentry takes place after release from prison while an offender is on parole or supervised release. CSOSA emphasizes offender accountability and opportunity through risk and needs assessment, close supervision, treatment and support services, and partnerships designed to increase CSOSA’s resources to supervise offenders and meet the diverse needs that the population presents.

Risk & Needs Assessment

CSOSA SCREENER & CASE PLANING: CSOSA assesses each offender’s risk to the community and social needs. The results of the assessment comprise a supervision plan intended to guide the reentry process.

Close Supervision

HIGH LEVELS OF CONTACT: Offender risk level, determined by the CSOSA screener, guides the frequency with which offenders must report to Community Supervision Officers.

CSOSA-LAW ENFORCEMENT PARTNERSHIPS: Community Supervision Officers and police officers (from the Metropolitan Police Department and the DC Housing Authority Police) routinely share information on high-risk offenders, conduct Accountability Tours — in which a CSO and a police officer visit offenders in the community, and host Mass Orientations — in which police and CSOs meet with offenders just released.

SURVEILLANCE DRUG TESTING: Frequent contact with CSOs is supplemented by drug testing, ranging from twice weekly to once monthly.
GRADUATED RESPONSES: Swift and certain sanctions for rule breaking are a key to successful supervision. Sanctions include increased in-person contacts, day reporting, electronic and Global Position System (GPS) monitoring, increased drug testing, community service, and short-term residential placement.

REPORTING VIOLATIONS: New arrests and repeat violations of parole or supervised release conditions result in reports of alleged violations to the United States Parole Commission or the appropriate releasing authority.

Treatment and Support Services

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT: CSOSA assesses high-risk offenders’ addiction severity to make clinically appropriate treatment placements. The agency’s fiscal appropriation allows for CSOSA to meet 25% of the population’s addiction treatment need. CSOSA refers lower-risk offenders to the DC Department of Health, Addiction Prevention and Recovery Administration (APRA), the agency primarily responsible for addressing the substance abuse treatment needs of eligible District residents.

REENTRY AND SANCTIONS CENTER: CSOSA opened its Reentry and Sanctions Center in February 2006. The Reentry and Sanctions Center provides offenders with a 28-day assessment and treatment preparation program prior to placement in residential or outpatient programming.

VIOLENCE REDUCTION PROGRAM: The Violence Reduction Program (VRP) is a three-phase treatment intervention for men, aged 18-35 with histories of violent, weapons, and/or drug distribution convictions.
- Phase I: Assessment and Treatment Readiness
- Phase II: Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
- Phase III: Aftercare and Community Reintegration

EDUCATION & EMPLOYMENT: The Vocational Opportunities for Training, Education, and Employment (VOTEE) unit assesses and responds to the individual educational and vocational needs of offenders. The unit also provides adult basic education and GED preparation courses at one of four learning labs staffed by CSOSA Learning Lab Specialists. In addition, VOTEE actively maintains partnerships with the State Education Agency, Adult Education Office in collaboration with the University of District of Columbia to provide literacy services. The DC Department of Employment Services provides employment training, and placement services.

Community-Based Support

COMMUNITY SUPPORT/SOCIAL NETWORKS: The CSOSA Faith Community Partnership is designed to provide mentors for returning offenders and establish a network of faith-based institutions that may have housing, employment, substance abuse, or other resources that can benefit returning offenders.

RESIDENCE: CSO's routinely counsel offenders to seek a healthy residential environment and encourage offenders to move, if necessary. According to DC Housing and Community Development, household income needs to reach almost $40,000 per year (or $19-20 per hour) to pay market rate rent for a two-bedroom apartment in the District. Forty-five percent of DC households report less than $35,000 in annual income. The city has an affordable housing shortage that makes residential stability a significant challenge for offenders.

MENTAL HEALTH: CSOSA refers offenders to contract psychologists for mental health screening to determine need for more in-depth psychological evaluation and treatment. The DC Department of Mental Health provides mental health psychological screening and evaluations, counseling, and community-based support services for offenders with diagnosed mental health disorders.

ID & BENEFITS: CSOSA verifies an offender’s address to assist him or her in obtaining non-driver’s identification from the Department of Motor Vehicles. CSOSA also directs offenders to appropriate DC Department of Human Services offices to apply for social services or healthcare insurance for self and/or family.

PHYSICAL HEALTH/DISABILITY: CSOSA does not provide any direct health-related services. The agency does counsel offenders to register for the DC Healthcare Alliance or Medicaid if they are eligible. DC Healthcare Alliance provides insurance coverage for residents who meet income requirements. DC Department of Health offers primary healthcare at neighborhood clinics operated by the DC Health and Hospital Public Benefit Corporation.
HALFWAY HOUSES:
BASIC FACTS AND FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

John Howard Society of Alberta

A halfway house is a community based residential facility for offenders who, having been sentenced to a term of incarceration, have been allowed to serve a portion of their sentence under supervision in the community.

Typically, offenders live in halfway houses while they work, find a job, go to school or attend treatment or other programming.

In Canada, halfway houses may also be called Community Based Residential Facilities, Community Based Residential Centres, Community Residential Centres or Community Residential Facilities. In the United States, they may be known as Residential Reentry Centers.

Halfway houses are considerably less expensive than prisons. Halfway houses create an important bridge between institutional care and the community. They provide needed rehabilitative and residential services. They provide an opportunity for unique and innovative programming that is tailored to the needs of residents and the community.

**How do most offenders end up in halfway houses?**

Most offenders return to the community before they have served their entire sentence of incarceration. Release into the community before the end of a prison term is called conditional release.

**How does the parole board or other granting authority decide that an offender is ready to go to a halfway house?**

Just because an offender becomes *eligible* for day or full parole does not mean that parole will automatically be granted. The decision to release an offender to a halfway house is part of a process that is commonly known as “risk assessment.”
Before an offender can be released to a halfway house, the halfway house must approve the offender as a resident in their facility. Halfway houses can refuse offenders for a variety of reasons, including availability of resources and the potential risk of the offenders.

**Are offenders free to do as they please while they are in halfway houses?**

No. Offenders in halfway houses are still serving sentences. Offenders in halfway houses are simply on conditional release from prison. These conditions may include a requirement to obey a set curfew, to abstain from alcohol or other drugs, to attend substance abuse or other treatment, to attend school or other programming or to stay away from certain neighbourhoods or people.

In addition to conditions of release, all offenders in halfway houses are expected to follow house rules. House rules may include shared cleaning tasks or maintenance of one’s personal living and sleeping area. Offenders may be required to pay a certain room and board fee toward the cost of maintaining the house. Halfway houses that grant weekend passes may also require offenders to follow certain rules regarding coming and going on weekend passes.

**What happens to offenders who do not obey the conditions of their release while they are in halfway houses?**

Offenders who do not follow the conditions of their release can have their release revoked and will be returned to prison if they are believed to present an undue risk to the public.

**Isn’t it dangerous to have a halfway house full of offenders in a residential area?**

While there are no guarantees that halfway house residents will comply fully with the conditions of their release, halfway houses in general do not jeopardize community safety. Indeed, research suggests that halfway houses actually contribute to community safety by offering gradual, appropriately supervised reintegration combined with necessary treatment. Offenders who experience gradual reintegration back into the community through halfway houses have the greatest success both while on parole and after their sentence is completed.

Success rates are excellent for offenders who are released back into the community through halfway houses. Even among offenders who do not successfully complete
periods of conditional release, the majority of offenders fail because they violate a condition of the release (such as failing to attend school or other programming or failing to return to the halfway house before curfew time), not because they commit a new crime.

**Do halfway houses affect the value of real estate in the neighbourhoods where they are located?**

There does not appear to be any research to support the conclusion that halfway houses drive down the value of real estate in neighbourhoods where they are located.

In six major studies of communities where halfway houses were opened, no significant change in average housing prices could be found. One study performed in Ontario neighbourhoods revealed that, in 5 out of 9 neighbourhoods where halfway houses opened, average housing prices two years after opening were equal to or higher than average housing prices one year before opening.

In 1995, the British Columbia government formed a task group to study changes to property values in British Columbia communities that had “non-market housing” (which includes halfway houses). In all seven cases studied, the task group found no evidence that the presence of non-market housing negatively affected housing prices in impact areas. In 5 of the 7 projects examined, the average annual sale price increased more in the impact areas than in their control areas.
Fact Sheet: Managing Known Sex Offenders

Do all sex offenders go on to commit additional sex crimes?
No. Current research varies, but overall the data tells us that between 12% and 24% (or between one and three of every ten offenders) are known to have repeated their crimes. However, these rates are commonly believed to be underestimated, since we know that sex crimes often go unreported. It is important to understand that sex offenders pose varying levels of risk to reoffend: in other words, while some offenders are unlikely to offend again, others are significantly more likely to do so.

What makes one sex offender reoffend and another not?
It depends. The likelihood of a sex offender committing additional sex crimes in the future varies from person to person. Research tells us it is not typically a single issue that makes someone more likely to reoffend, but a combination of factors that might include problems in relationships, difficulty dealing with emotions such as anger, having antisocial values, hostile attitudes toward women, or being sexually attracted to behaviors that involve children. These are just a few examples. But again, because sex offenders vary in many ways, so does their risk to commit new sex crimes or other crimes.

Can sex offenders be “cured”?
No. Sex offending isn’t like an “illness” that will simply go away with a certain type of medication or treatment. This doesn’t mean that sex offenders cannot control their behavior. Specialized treatment can help sex offenders to develop important skills that can help them manage their behavior over time, which can reduce their chances of sexually abusing in the future. But whether someone will be successful depends on the person, and whether or not they are motivated to change their behaviors.

Aren’t most sex offenders in prison?
No. The courts can impose a variety of sentences for sex offending behavior, depending upon the offender, the facts of the case, and an individual state’s laws. While some offenders are sentenced to prison or jail, others are sentenced directly to community
supervision (e.g., probation). For those sentenced to prison or jail, some are released (with parole or probation supervision), while others are released from prison or jail with no supervision at all. The bottom line is that the overwhelming majority of sex offenders will ultimately return to our communities. While many are sentenced to prison each year, between 10,000 and 20,000 sex offenders are released to the community annually.

Are there rules sex offenders must follow if they are under probation or parole supervision?  
Yes. If a sex offender is allowed to stay in the community under supervision – or is released from prison and returns to the community under supervision, restrictions and rules are always set. Some of the rules or expectations might include the following:

- No contact with victims;
- No or limited contact with minors;
- Attend sex offender-specific treatment;
- Limited or no Internet access;
- No use of alcohol or drugs;
- Restrictions on where they can live and work;
- Restricted movement within the community and within and across state lines; and
- Report to probation/parole officer as required.
A project of the International Community Corrections Association (ICCA)

Funded by the Public Welfare Foundation

Questions & Answers About
Multi-Service Center in Mountain View

1. **What is Leaders in Community Alternatives, Inc., (LCA)?**

LCA is a criminal justice/social service agency which works with men and women as they release from prison to help them reintegrate successfully back into their community. By providing a structured transition we increase public safety and decrease the risks of re-offending behavior.

LCA operated a licensed residential treatment facility in San Francisco for ten years from 1991 – 2001 under contract to the State Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. The program, MILESTONES, gained citywide, statewide and national recognition for its impact on halting the revolving door syndrome for homeless parolees, and for its positive impact in the neighborhood including valuable participation in volunteer community improvement activities.

LCA prides itself on being an innovative social service agency that helps answer the many demands on our criminal justice system and in our cities, counties and state. We work in partnership with the public sector and neighborhoods to provide a safer and healthier community.

Santa Clara County has no residential beds for Santa Clara county parolees, yet there are 3,000-4,000 in the County every day.

2. **What type of program will be provided by LCA?**

The program will be a multi-service center for homeless men or women parolees, and is designed to assist them in a positive and successful transition back into the community after incarceration. Services will include intensive substance abuse treatment, job development and placement, case management, cognitive skills training, literacy and education, housing and assisting clients in accessing necessary social services available in the community.
Addressing recovery first and foremost in a substantive manner is a clear prerequisite for facilitating clients’ reintegration efforts, so they can return to society as productive, self-sufficient members. Our program helps clients confront their addiction and change harmful behavior. The on-site programs will be comprised of recovery focused daily group meetings from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. seven days a week.

We strongly believe that each client should give something back to the community. In fact, our experience has shown that clients gain tremendous satisfaction from giving back and everyone wins. MILESTONES clients cleaned graffiti, served senior meals, provided security at public events, and participated in numerous community projects. Each month clients provided over 1400 hours of community service. In Santa Clara County we expect to work with a neighborhood advisory board to establish a community service program that meets the needs of the community.

3. **What is the risk that the program’s presence in the neighborhood contributes to more crime and more criminals "hanging out" in the area?**

The clients are in a highly structured program that keeps them busy throughout the day and night. They are held strictly accountable for their participation in the program and for all activity, both inside and outside the facility. There is no loitering or wandering around the community. The "fear" of a negative impact on the neighborhood has never been borne out in President Linda Connelly's many years of experience. She knows of no time that any neighborhood problems have increased; in reality, problems have decreased. Nationwide research supports the positive impact of well managed programs in neighborhoods. In addition, if a client decides to leave the program because of an inability to handle the structure, they do not stay around the program, but rather return to their old neighborhoods, or leave all together. Letters from MILESTONES’ neighbors attest to the stability and safety we brought to the surrounding area.

4. **What type of clients will be housed in Mountain View and for how long?**

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation screens all potential clients for suitability for the program. Clients are returning to the community in which they live. Clients are NOT transported from other communities. No one with a criminal history involving crimes of arson, sex offense or violence, are referred to the program. Only those clients not perceived as a risk to the community are referred. Special attention is given to those clients with drug and alcohol problems, especially those who are ready for change.
The average length of stay for most clients in the program is around 4 months. Determining the length of stay is decided on a case by case basis. The State allows some parolees to remain up to 1 year.

5. **What kind of staffing will the program have?**

The program will maintain 24 hour, 7 day per week awake staffing with community program monitors. Program staff will include a Director, Assistant Director, Case Work Supervisor, Administrative Assistant, Program Assistants, Case Managers, Group Specialists, Job Developer, Interns, Maintenance Worker and volunteers.
**Crosspoint Inc of San Antonio – Myth vs. Facts and Frequently Asked Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myth</th>
<th>Fact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crosspoint Inc is a for-profit business that makes money housing convicted criminals.</td>
<td>Crosspoint is a local, nonprofit organization. Additionally, Crosspoint residents are required to return 25% of their gross earnings to the federal government to help defray the cost of services they receive; in FY2008 they returned over $487,000. Residents are not charged by Crosspoint for any services we provide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proposed facility would be the largest residential reentry facility (transitional home) in Texas.</td>
<td>Proposed facility would not even be the largest in San Antonio. Cornell Companies operates two similar juvenile facilities housing over 120 residents each. In 2006, then-Councilwoman Sheila McNeil supported and voted to approve zoning for a 130-bed transitional home in District 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosspoint houses violent felons.</td>
<td>Crosspoint does not accept anyone convicted of a sexually-oriented crime or murder in any degree and is prohibited from doing so by the San Antonio Unified Development Code (35-390). The majority of Crosspoint residents are drug or immigration offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringing Crosspoint to the area will increase crime.</td>
<td>Separate studies conducted by the San Antonio Police Department and UTSA both showed that “there is no indication of a spike or increase in crime rates” related to any Crosspoint facilities. In fact, research from various sources shows that crime usually decreases in the area of a transitional home due to the increased attentiveness of the facility staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosspoint residents will be free to come and go from the facility and will be roaming the streets during the day.</td>
<td>Residents are allowed to leave the facility to go to work and authorized program-related locations. As residents establish themselves an increase in privileges also allows for visits to their family homes. All resident activity in the community must be authorized in advance and it is closely monitored via phone calls, home visits and work-site visits. Strict security measures are in place such as random searches and alcohol breath tests given to all residents when they return to the facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All criminals are habitual and cannot be rehabilitated to return to society.</td>
<td>87% of Crosspoint residents are successful program graduates and return to society as productive, self-sufficient members of society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crosspoint facility will prevent much-needed development in the area.</td>
<td>Development has not been impeded in any current Crosspoint neighborhood, and our organization has been strongly supported by existing churches, schools and businesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pioneer Human Services is a Seattle-based nonprofit organization that provides a Chance for Change to people overcoming the challenges of chemical dependency, mental health issues or criminal histories by integrating an array of housing, employment, training, reentry and treatment services, using earned revenue from our entrepreneurial activities.

**Founded:** November 1963

**Headquarters:** Seattle, WA

**Employees:** 978 (as of December 31, 2009)

**Locations:** 57 locations throughout the state of Washington

**Clients served:** 12,000+ annually

**Operating budget:** $60.8 million in revenues (Year End 2009)

**Funding sources:** 99.8 percent of revenues come from earned-income resulting from the sale of products and fees for services.

**Ownership:** 501(c)3 Nonprofit

**Business discipline**
- As a national model of social enterprise, Pioneer combines the passionate pursuit of its social mission with the discipline and innovation of a for-profit business.
- Pioneer’s operating budget is generated through income earned by the organization’s enterprises and services rendered by its treatment, counseling, housing, and corrections units. Only two tenths of one percent comes from contributions or grants.

**Social enterprises**
Pioneer Human Services’ social enterprises provide job training/employment, treatment and counseling, housing, and re-entry services to the people Pioneer serves and fund the organization’s operating budget.

1. **Distribution services:** Pioneer Distribution Services provides assembly, packaging, and warehousing for national and international corporations. Customers include Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Nintendo of America, Sasquatch Books, Northwave and Hartley and Marks.
2. **Retail cafés and catering:** Pioneer’s Mezza Café operates in two locations: in the Starbucks Corporate office in Seattle, and Skyline Tower in Bellevue. Each café offers a full range of weekday menu items, as well as a full range of catering services. A Taco Del Mar franchise is operated by Pioneer as part of the café in the Seattle location.

3. **Central food services:** Pioneer’s Central Food Services operates a central kitchen facility, preparing and delivering almost one million meals annually to a variety of external customers and to residents in Pioneer’s programs. Meals are provided to other nonprofits such as Senior Services of King County and other care centers.

4. **Food buying service:** Pioneer’s Food Buying Service sells dry goods to nonprofits and government organizations, including food banks, and school districts in the western states.

5. **Sheet metal fabrication:** Operating as a part of Pioneer Industries, the sheet metal fabrication division provides precision sheet metal and water jet cut products to customers in a range of industries, including electronics, construction, commercial food preparation, and telecommunications.

6. **Precision machining:** The precision machining division operates as a part of Pioneer Industries and manufacturers more than 8,000 different parts for Boeing alone, as well as a number of other aerospace and commercial customers.

7. **Construction:** Pioneer Construction Services provides capital improvement, repair and maintenance services to its various locations and offers similar maintenance services to a number of national brand retailers, such as Macy’s, Toys “R” Us, T-Mobile and many others.

8. **Bed bug detection services:** Pioneer Construction Services offers canine detection and inspection services along with a trained labor pool to assist with proper preparation for the treatment and remediation of bed bugs.

9. **Behavioral health services group:** Residential, outpatient, and intervention programs provide an array of treatment services for adults, youth and families. Units are located in King, Pierce, Skagit, Snohomish, Spokane, Whatcom, and Yakima counties. The Residential segment includes chemical dependency, long-term involuntary and mental health treatment for adults and youth. Outpatient services include mental health treatment for adults and youth, and chemical dependency treatment for adults. The intervention segment includes service for at risk youth and their families.

10. **Community corrections:** Pioneer operates one of the largest local offender reentry programs in the country, serving adults and juveniles in seventeen residential reentry programs under contract with federal and state agencies. Our state work release facilities are in Cowlitz, King, Kitsap, Spokane, Pierce, and Yakima. Four federal residential reentry centers are in Bellingham, King, Pierce, and Spokane counties. The Basic Training Camp for juvenile offenders is located in Franklin County. A program serving youth pending immigration proceedings is located in Pierce County.

11. **Housing:** Pioneer operates 656 units of low-cost, barrier free housing among 20 buildings throughout the state. Seven properties provide 220 units of permanent housing to individuals and families and the remaining thirteen locations offer 436 units of transitional housing serving those in recovery from substance abuse mental illness and homelessness. Specialized residential programs include facilities for homeless veterans and offender reentry services. Several
partnerships exist with local services providers who offer case management and supportive services.

12. **Consulting:** Pioneer Consulting Services provides consulting services to nonprofit organizations, foundations and other groups in the area of social enterprise operation, analysis and assistance. Tours and on-site meetings are provided.

**Recidivism Rate**
Pioneer has one of the lowest recidivism rates in the nation, based on research conducted by the University of Washington which was funded by The Ford Foundation and The Casey Foundation. Only 6.4 percent of its work-release clients who were included in the study returned to prison after being discharged from the program for two years.

**Awards & Recognition**
- Named one of the White House’s Thousand Points of Light, 1990
- *Fast Company* Social Justice Award, 2000
- Municipal League of King County’s Organization of the Year (2002)
- Pioneer’s “Chance for Change” approach identified as one of the exemplary programs of Washington state in the *Report of the Re-Entry Policy Council*, 2004
- *Fast Company* Social Capitalist Award, 2006, 2007 (one of country’s top 25 social capitalists)
- Washington State Housing Finance Commission – Friend of Housing Award 2009

**Executives**
- Karen Lee, CEO
- Tracey Groscost, CFO and Senior Vice President, Finance and Administration
- Larry M. Fehr, Senior Vice President, Corrections and Behavioral Health Services
- Marla Gese, Senior Vice President, Real Estate Services
- Sandy Gibb, Senior Vice President, Enterprises
- Cynthia Parker, Senior Vice President, Human Resources
- Barry Antos, Chief of Program Development
- LorieAnn Larson, Senior Management Associate and Consulting Services

**Historical Information:**
For historical milestones and other organizational information, please visit:


###
WHAT ARE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS?

The goals of community corrections are to contribute to public safety and reduce future criminal conduct.

What do Community Corrections Do?

- Evaluate each offender’s likelihood to commit new crimes
- Monitor offenders according to behavior and risk to re-offend, concentrating their efforts on those offenders who are most likely to re-offend
- Holding offenders accountable to conditions of supervision
- Applying a continuum of effective community-based punishments according to behavior and risk to re-offend
- Offering programs designed to reduce the risk of a return to criminal activity

Principles: Effective Practices

- Financial Consideration + Improved System
- Coordinated local criminal justice response will impact crime better than a short prison stay
- Community based sanctions are effective against crime

Community based Services

- Alcohol/drug treatment
- Mental health treatment
- Sex offender treatment
- Domestic violence treatment
- Drug courts
- Cognitive restructuring
- Anger management

Community based sanctions

- Electronic home detention
- Community service and work crews
- Intensive supervision
- Work release
- Day reporting
- Jail

Graduated Sanctions

- Funding includes dollars for community sanctions
- Administrative sanction process supports use of community sanctions
- History: statewide policy to reduce technical revocations
- Present: needed to manage local CJS resources
Performance Measures

- Reduce Criminal Behaviors
  Reduce recidivism, as measured by felony convictions from initial admission to supervision, tracking for three years from admission.

- Enforce Court and Board Orders
  Increase percentage of positive case closures

- Assist Offenders to Change
  Increase employment rates for offenders on supervision.
  Increase the rate of participation in treatment programs for offenders on supervision.

- Provide Reparation to Victims
  Increase the percentage of restitution and compensatory fines collected, owed to victims.
  Increase the number of community service hours provided by offenders on supervision. Reduce recidivism
POSITION: New Hampshire Supreme Court Ruling

“The trial court found that the City’s actual purpose in banning federal halfway houses is not to prevent a concentration of correctional facilities in Manchester, but, more specifically, to address its concerns that the federal prisoners housed at the halfway house would either pose some threat to the surrounding community, engage in recidivism, or affect surrounding property values. However, the City presented no evidence that these concerns were founded in fact. As the trial court stated, “the City has provided no factual evidence beyond mere speculation demonstrating that federal halfway houses present a danger to the community such that the City needs to protect its residents from recidivists.” In contrast, the record contains substantial evidence that the proposed use will provide an important social benefit and not pose any risk to the safety of the neighborhood, and includes letters from police, community and religious leaders, law enforcement experts including a United States Attorney, a United States Marshal and the United States Probation Office, indicating overwhelming support for the proposed halfway house...

“Here the trial court made detailed findings regarding the reasonableness of the proposed use including: that the City has a large number of individuals who are required to return following the termination of their federal sentences and that there are currently no services to help such individuals with their transition to society; that the property at issue is particularly suitable for a halfway house, because of its proximity to public transportation, support services and commercial enterprises offering job opportunities; that property values will not be adversely affected; that it will not change the character of the neighborhood; that the proposed use will incorporate the very purpose of the ordinance by allowing residents to take advantage of and contribute to the mix of commercial services in the area; that evidence shows that these transition centers are considered “good neighbors”; that CRJ specifically outlined numerous safety precautions that are part of the proposed use; and that the halfway house will not pose a safety risk to the residents.

“We hold that the record supports the trial court’s finding...”

- The Supreme Court of New Hampshire
  Community Resources for Justice, Inc., v. City of Manchester
  Opinion issued April, 2008
POSITION PAPER:  No Effect on Neighborhood Safety

American Planning Association

“Findings:

“1. Community Residences are a residential use of land...

“2. Community residences have no effect on neighborhood safety.

“A handful of studies have also looked at whether community residences compromise neighborhood safety. The most thorough study, conducted for the State of Illinois, concluded that the residents of group homes are much less likely to commit a crime of any sort than the average resident of Illinois...”

- APA Policy Guide on Community Residences
POSITION PAPER: Special Use Permit Not Needed

American Planning Association

“Zoning is essentially performance oriented. When officials select the uses that are permitted as of right in each zoning district, they make the implicit assumption that these land uses belong in the district and do not generate adverse impacts on the surrounding properties. Special or conditional uses are those that belong in a district, but are known to produce adverse impacts under certain conditions unless precautions are taken. The extensive research on the impacts of community residences shows that they generate no adverse impacts on the surrounding neighborhood as long as they are licensed and not clustered on a block. There is no need to subject community residences to special use permit procedures because the licensing and spacing threshold issues are purely factual questions that can be determined administratively and do not require the extra scrutiny of a special use permit hearing.”

- APA Policy Guide on Community Housing
TESTIMONIAL: Connecticut Governor M. Jodi Rell

December 2009 press release:

“We are closing a prison because of “a decline in the inmate population, the agency’s success with a number of post-release programs, and the need to find savings and efficiencies in state government ... Any decision such as this must always be made with public safety foremost in our minds ... We face an extraordinarily difficult budget situation—a challenge unlike any we have known in modern memory ... While other states—including states facing even more severe budget problems than our own—are being forced to build new prisons, we can make the most of our successes by building on these achievements.”

This prison closure, which will save $3.4 million, is a result of Connecticut’s effective policies to reduce re-offending. Since the state began its justice reinvestment initiative in 2003 to strengthen probation supervision and treatment, more offenders are successfully completing their probation and the crime rate has declined 6.3 percent.
TESTIMONIAL: Governor Granholm

In support of community corrections...

Reduce prison populations by 10% with nonviolent and geriatric release; invest in probation and parole staff and reentry. “Decide who we’re afraid of and who we’re mad at.”

- Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm
TESTIMONIAL: President George W. Bush

In support of Second Chances...

“We know from long experience that if [former prisoners] can't find work, or a home, or help, they are much more likely to commit more crimes and return to prison. ... America is the land of the second chance, and when the gates of the prison open, the path ahead should lead to a better life.”

- 2004 State of the Union Address
TESTIMONIAL: Michael

Like many offenders with mental health issues and co-occurring substance abuse, Michael was not an intentional criminal. Now a client at the Alvis House Reflections Program, Michael, his wife, Christina and their children all participate in the family support program that is enabling Michael to lead a productive life.

“Coming to this program is one of the best things I could have done. I have a path to a new way of living now and my family and I understand each other a little better, too.”
TESTIMONIAL:  No Effect on Neighborhood Safety

American Planning Association

“Findings:

“1. Community Residences are a residential use of land...

“2. Community residences have no effect on neighborhood safety.

“A handful of studies have also looked at whether community residences compromise neighborhood safety. The most thorough study, conducted for the State of Illinois, concluded that the residents of group homes are much less likely to commit a crime of any sort than the average resident of Illinois...”

- APA Policy Guide on Community Residences
TESTIMONIAL: Representative Bobby Scott

“Prisoner reentry programs that work are the key to sustained public safety”

“We know prevention programs work and save money. We also know that, evidence-based rehabilitation and treatment programs have been shown to reduce crime, as well, and save more money than they cost. For example, a study of the Drug Court treatment program showed an average cost of $25,000 for those sent to jail compared to an average of $1,600 for those sent to the program. Drug rehabilitation programs, in general, have been shown to save between $7 and $10 in reduced crime and health care expenses for every dollar spent.

“Comprehensive, evidence-based prisoner reentry programming, starting at the time an offender enters prison and following through a reasonable period after his return to the community, makes sense. It makes sense not because of a desire to coddle criminals, but because it means that you and I, and everybody else, are less likely to be a victim of crime from recidivism.”

- U.S. Representative Robert C. “Bobby” Scott
  Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism and Homeland Security
  U.S. House Judiciary Committee, Speech, 2006
TESTIMONIAL: Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal

Supporting work release, day reporting centers...

“Without education, job skills, and other basic services, offenders are likely to repeat the same steps that brought them to jail in the first place. This not only affects the offender, but families and our communities as well. This is a problem that needs to be addressed head-on. We cannot say we are doing everything we can to keep our communities and our families safe if we are not addressing the high rate at which offenders are becoming repeat criminals. By implementing this reentry program, we can curb the cycle of repeat offenders and thereby reduce the burden on our prisons and help offenders create a place in society that adds value to their lives while keeping our communities safe for our families.”

- March, 2009 press release
TESTIMONIAL: Treat the Addict, Cut Crime

“In a Delaware work-release research study sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, those who participated in prison-based treatment -- followed by ongoing post-release care -- were seven times more likely to be drug-free and three times more likely to be arrest-free after three years than those who received no treatment. Other studies report similar findings. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration reports that substance-abuse treatment cuts drug abuse in half and reduces criminal activity by as much as 80 percent...

“Some courts and communities have...resisted offering comprehensive treatment because of fears of high costs. But recent studies show it is actually less expensive for communities to treat drug-abusing offenders than to let them sit in jail or prison. It is estimated that every dollar invested in addiction treatment programs yields a return of $4 to $7 in reduced drug-related crimes. Savings for some outpatient programs can exceed costs by a ratio of 12 to 1...

“Providing drug-abusing offenders with comprehensive treatment saves lives and protects communities.”

- Dr. Nora Volkow, Director
  National Institute on Drug Abuse
  August 19, 2006
Building Bridges by Kevin Downey, Ph.D.

Building relationships is a critical element to the community corrections program siting process. Unfortunately, it is too often addressed superficially while the technical considerations of zoning take center stage. Many community corrections program planners underestimate the importance of having constructive and collaborative relationships in place before starting the process of planning for a new reentry facility. Doble and Lindsay (2003, p.3) found that public officials far preferred "A halfway house run by local people who are known and trusted by the community." Public officials, however, represent just one group that successful planners must be prepared to engage and gain either their support or acquiescence.

Doing the analytical “advance-work” tied to site selection is critical to a successful project, but is not sufficient. Planners must understand local ordinances, state laws and regulations related to zoning. It is not uncommon to encounter zoning regulations that classify residential reentry centers/halfway houses/transitional homes as correctional institutions (“prisons”). Even without such systemic zoning challenges, great care must be taken in learning as much as possible about the area(s) being evaluated, knowing the location of all area school, daycares, parks, etc.

The next step is to gather data needed to gain allies. Supporters of community corrections need to be ready to address common myths (e.g., public safety risks, decline in property values, unsupervised client movement) that will inevitably arise when engaging the public. Have ready a “Myths vs. Facts” Sheet tailored to your locale. Develop a list of benefits derived from having a reentry center in the area; obtain local statistics on crime and crime reduction; gather data on property values associated with residential reentry programs; and present a clear, concise, positive message. These persuasive elements can be used proactively with the media, community stakeholders or in response to issues raised early in the effort.
to site a new or expanded facility. Agency Board members and others fielding questions about the facility should study these materials prior to public engagements so that they can speak extemporaneously about the issues and present accurate and consistent messages.

**Depending on the audience, the benefits derived from reentry facilities can be framed in terms of community or neighborhood.** Know your local city council members and zoning commissioners, and which officials are most likely to be open-minded about siting a new or expanded program. City-wide politicians and policy makers are more likely to be swayed by general information related to recidivism reduction, reduced victimization, cost efficiency of community-based services, increased pool of motivated workers, etc. Neighborhood organizers, politicians and opinion leaders may agree that such services are essential to the community, but would prefer such services to be rendered in a different neighborhood. They need to hear how the neighborhood might benefit from having a reentry program in the area. These may include employment prospects, money spent at neighborhood businesses, potential service partnership opportunities, providing a possible new venue for neighborhood organization events and activities, collaborative efforts to improve quality of life for neighborhood residents, and potential for reducing neighborhood crime.

**Any successful effort will normally require multiple allies.** Enlist community activists or other neighborhood opinion leaders, local politicians, local law enforcement, subject matter experts and researchers from local universities and colleges, potential community service partners, local ministers or other members of the faith community, prominent business leaders and local philanthropic groups. The media can play an important role, but they often prefer to focus on controversy. Consequently, it may be better to build bridges of acceptance with community opinion leaders and other stakeholders before reaching out to the media. When
meeting with the news media, it is often helpful to have some supportive opinion leaders present during these meetings. Prioritizing the sequence of those to engage should be guided by identifying those groups and individuals most likely to be supportive of a siting effort. Individual meetings should take place before meeting neighborhood or community stakeholder groups.

Careful analysis will reveal not only who is most likely to be supportive, but who is likely to be steadfast in their opposition. Even those in strong opposition may be swayed by others living in close proximity whose opinions they respect. Analysis may also be aided by local “expert” advisors who are activists, business owners or members of the faith community themselves. While early engagement with potential supporters is critical, care must be taken to avoid alienating the opposition. Local experts may be of great assistance in addressing engagement and alienation issues, but they must also be made aware of the limits of this advisory role. Potential service providers are the face of the organization while local experts play only a supporting role.

**Once a foundation of individual support is developed, community meetings must be arranged.** It is beneficial for the potential provider to set up the early meetings in a supportive (or at least neutral) venue. Having your strongest supporters present and willing to publicly voice their support will be very helpful. Each neighborhood is different, but support from local law enforcement and/or neighborhood church and business leaders can create a positive tone to the meeting.

**Community meetings can be extremely challenging even in the best of circumstances** and a potential service provider should be prepared to participate in several meetings. Opponents will organize community meetings which are likely to take place in unfriendly venues. Providers must stay on message, remain respectful and not respond in kind to negative emotional statements. Sometimes the only positive to be taken away from such a meeting is that the attendees witnessed a
caring, knowledgeable service provider who did not wither in the face of unrestrained verbal attacks. This may alter the opinion of those who are neutral or only mildly opposed. There is some anecdotal evidence that well-known local non-profits may have an easier time overcoming the lack of trust often encountered in the community engagement process. Opponents usually fear what they do not understand and their resistance is based on that fear.

A successful siting project is one that engages, educates and inspires the community members who are most directly impacted.
I. INTRODUCTION

When community leaders and members understand how they can become actively involved in community corrections and what is to be gained by doing so, justice ceases to be a process that is severed from the mainstream of society. When justice is not integrated into the community, it becomes something that is meted out without reference to those who were harmed by criminal behavior. With community engagement, leaders no longer have to count exclusively on professionals outside of the community to ensure accountability, rehabilitation and public safety. Community members will be empowered by learning how community responsibility and citizen engagement can make our system of justice more efficient, effective and meaningful.

When the justice process is isolated from the community, the formerly incarcerated become outsiders who present a threat rather than individuals returning to a role as citizens of the community. The formerly incarcerated who are able to recognize that they retain a sense of dignity and value even though their crimes caused harm to that community are more likely to invest the personal effort necessary to negotiate the challenges of reentry and restoration. As most of these individuals return to the community from which they came, it is in the best interest of the community to facilitate remorse and restoration and it is the community that is in the best position to reinforce the principles of accountability and forgiveness.

II. STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
The community has a responsibility to facilitate reintegration by assisting both the victims and offenders who are among their members. Victims can be assisted through crisis intervention, immediate assistance and emotional support, practical assistance in reestablishing a normal life, access to resources, and case management to provide ongoing assistance. They can also benefit from affording offenders an opportunity to make amends for the harms they have caused to them and the community.

The community has a responsibility to make it possible for the formerly incarcerated to achieve successful reentry by forming a reintegrative community. The range and depth of barriers to reentry must be recognized and thesecounterproductive, discriminatory barriers must be removed. The community can work to reduce the adverse impacts of these barriers on successful reentry by arranging for short-term and long-term supports. Short-term supports address the essentials for survival (e.g., food, shelter, clothing, transportation, drug treatment, identification cards, drug treatment). Long-term supports address the elements of a stable life (e.g., employment, transportation, housing, healthcare insurance, health care, educational development, social services, accepting their civic participation, capacity to form and maintain a family, etc.).

**III. RECOMMENDATIONS TO FACILITATE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT**

There are a great many steps that can be taken to facilitate community acceptance of responsibility and community engagement in the justice process. Those who are involved in the business of community corrections need to open their doors (figuratively and literally) and invite community member involvement. Below is a list of steps that can be taken to accomplish citizen engagement:

- Initiate community meetings/Community Relations Boards before specific organizational needs or problems arise;
• Hold regular Open Houses to get neighbors and other stakeholders into community corrections facilities, thereby increasing their knowledge and comfort levels while reducing fear based on lack of familiarity;

• Encourage agency leader and staff representation on local councils and boards of other agencies and associations;

• Make agency experts available for consultation with nonprofits and governmental entities on program and grant development;

• Ensure active participation/leadership in local, state and national advocacy groups;

• Sponsor and/or conduct presentations at community educational events (e.g., impact of legislation, new procedures/techniques, conference kickoff receptions, staff/client presentations) for a wide variety of stakeholders /community groups;

• Organize Community Resource Fairs to bring local service providers face-to-face with the formerly incarcerated;

• Conduct presentations at local universities and colleges;

• Conduct presentations on behalf of the local United Way or other charitable organizations;

• Promote client and staff member involvement in community charitable events;

• Encourage client participation on Victim Impact Panels;

• Support staff and client involvement in neighborhood and community projects (e.g., clean-up, tree planting, graffiti removal); and

• Publicize agency involvement in the community through local media.
When reaching out to specific community members or community groups with the intention of educating them regarding the benefits of citizen involvement in the justice process, there are a number of steps that should be taken:

- Prepare presentation materials that outline the impact of active community involvement on recidivism and public safety;

- Find community opinion leaders that agree with or are at least willing to get others to listen to the notion that communities must accept part of the responsibility for its citizens returning from correctional institutions;

- Ask community opinion leaders to set up meetings with neighborhood associations/other neighborhood leaders, business groups, as well as other people of influence to learn what this means and how the community can play a role;

- Promote informed discussion about the reentry issue and the responsibilities of the community to reduce pressures toward crime and barriers to reentry; and

- Describe the public safety benefits of providing support services to assist the formerly incarcerated to handle the basics of life outside prison (paying bills, buying a car, maintaining a vehicle, buying fuel, buying groceries, healthy family relationships, etc.)

Restorative justice and community justice approaches support community engagement in the criminal justice system. Unlike the traditional justice system approach that is based on the belief that more punishment results in less crime, restorative justice focuses on the harm caused by crime and emphasizes the repair of this harm. Restorative justice elevates the position of victims and the community to direct participants in the justice process instead of relegating them to the status of bystanders. It brings together all of those affected by the criminal act to determine what harm was caused and how it should be repaired. Citizens should identify and support changes in local, state and federal laws that promote earned redemption among those returning from prison by:
• Reducing legal barriers to employment, housing, access to education, etc;

• Promoting restorative principles and practices for responding to non-violent crimes (i.e., most cases) at the front end of the justice system;

• Promoting restorative principles and practices as elements of post conviction sentencing decision makings;

• Promoting restorative principles and practices as elements in pre-release programming and post release supervision;

• Expand the use of parole to provide post-release supervision and support aimed at increasing successful reentry among the formerly incarcerated; and

• Expand the use of restitution rather than incarceration.

IV. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Fostering community engagement and responsibility requires that community corrections agencies manage the offender population in an ethical, responsible manner which fosters community support.

• Community Corrections has the responsibility to ensure swift and certain response to violations of rules or supervision expectations.

• Community Corrections has a responsibility to collaborate with community partners. Community partners are defined as government agencies, law enforcement, non-for profits, treatment providers, business community and community stakeholders.

• Community Corrections has the responsibility with the offender to identify positive, productive relationships which will assist and support the offender’s reintegration efforts.
Community Corrections has the responsibility to work with the academic community to identify through research and statistical data supervision practices which have proven to affect positive offender success.

Community Corrections has the responsibility to define and not defend effective offender management and supervision practices.

Community Corrections has the responsibility to seek opportunities to educate the community through public relations events to include public speaking and educational forums.

Community Corrections has the responsibility to acknowledge that we do not “own” the problem or solution to the issue but rather share the responsibility to collaborate with the community to develop a healthy and safe community.
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.1.1 PURPOSE
To provide uniform guidelines for contact with the News Media on behalf of Pioneer Human Services.

.1.2 SCOPE
This policy applies to all units and employees of Pioneer Human Services.

.1.3 POLICY
It is the policy of Pioneer Human Services to communicate with the news media in an open, accurate and professional manner.

.1.4 GENERAL GUIDELINES

A. The Senior Management Associate shall serve as the Public Information Officer for Pioneer Human Services. All communications with the news media will be conducted or coordinated by the Public Information Officer, unless otherwise approved in advance by the President, or the President’s designee.

B. Pioneer generally engages in two types of news media contact, (1) proactive efforts to “tell the Pioneer story,” and (2) releases/responses to incidents involving PHS facilities, current and former employees and current or former clients. In order that these contacts be conducted in a manner that appropriately represents PHS and its mission, that ensures inappropriate information is not released, and that is responsive to news media requests, it is important that communications with the news media be effectively managed.

1. Relationships with the News Media
It is the goal of Pioneer Human Services to proactively establish positive relationships with the news media. Toward this end, the Public Information Officer will reach out to media representatives on a regular basis, to familiarize them with the “Pioneer story.”

2. Reporting Information to the News Media
News releases will be prepared and transmitted to the news media when a positive newsworthy event occurs, such as a new contract, or an award or recognition for PHS or one of its employees.

News releases will also be prepared and transmitted to the news media when a significant incident occurs. Significant incidents include but are not limited to: death of a client; fire at a facility; high profile escape (abscond); a felony committed by a client; and incidents involving a high profile resident/client.

3. Protecting Certain Information

Unless specifically authorized by the President, Pioneer will not release information to the news media that would potentially compromise a criminal or administrative investigation, would violate the privacy rights of an employee or resident/client, would disclose proprietary commercial information, or is otherwise deemed inappropriate for release under the circumstances.

.1.5 RESPONSIBILITY

The President and designated Public Information Officer are responsible for the development, review and implementation of this policy. The Public Information Officer shall develop a written News Media Communication Plan and shall conduct training on the plan for affected staff.

.1.6 REFERENCES

- See Investigating and Reporting Major Incidents, PRO-.1.
- See Injury and Illness Reporting, POL/PRO-.2.

.1.7 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS

- Supervisor’s Injury Report AD 26B
- Employee Warning Notice
SAMPLE COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

This is a snapshot of what a communications plan looks like. A full plan would include all of the goals, objectives and strategies for your organization. In addition, a goal can contain several objectives, each of which can have more than one strategy and more than one audience.

**Goal:** To better serve the needs of domestic violence victims from traditionally under-served communities

**Objective 1:** To increase by 5 percent the number of victims from under-served communities who use our services

**Strategy:** To launch a new initiative aimed at serving victims living in rural areas

**Primary Audience:** Victims living in rural areas (List towns you plan to serve)

**Tactics to reach victims living in rural areas:**
- Hold a focus group of current or past survivors to get ideas on outreach
- Hold a focus group of key stakeholders in the area (police, community organizations, key leaders, etc.) to get ideas on outreach
- Design and develop a new brochure that explains the program
- Send out a brochure via direct mail to every household in rural areas
- Put up informational displays at key areas in the community (library, police department, bank, hair salons, movie theaters, churches, etc.)
- Hold individual meetings with key leaders and stakeholders in the town to develop relationships with them
- Hold meetings with key clergy members in the area to secure their support and involvement.
- Hold a press conference to launch the new initiative.
- Initiate four PSAs to each radio stations and papers that serves the rural town
- Initiate two feature stories
- Arrange to speak on six radio or television talk shows
- Initiate 25 speaking engagements at churches, schools, and civic and business groups.

**Key Messages**
- You are not alone; there is help
- Contact us and we will help you
- No one deserves to be abused

**Evaluation factors:**
- Increase in calls by victims living in rural areas
- Increase in participation by key stakeholders in the town
TIPS FOR HANDLING THE MEDIA

Have a reason for being there

- Ask yourself what is your reason for being interviewed
- What reasons does the interviewer have for interviewing you?
- Don’t agree to an interview until you know why the interviewer wants to talk to you

Be prepared

- Know what your message is going to be
- Stick with your message!

You cannot win a fight with the media

- Never lose your temper with a reporter
- Always tell the truth
- If you don’t know the answer to a question, say so

Before every interview ask yourself these questions

- Who is my audience and what matters to these people?
- What is my goal in doing this interview?
- What is my message?
- How much time do I have?

Have an agenda

- Plan to use the interview wisely
- Jot down 3-5 points you want to make during the interview
- Make certain you get these points across before the interview is finished

Media traps to avoid

- Personal opinions: Remember that you represent your organization.
- Speculation: Limit your responses to what is known.
- Third-party discussions: Instead of discussing an organization other than your own, bridge back to the items on your agenda to re-establish control.
- Blind source: A blind source is a memo, report or comment from some individual with whom you are unfamiliar. Don’t discuss them!

Interruptions

Do not allow a reporter to interrupt you before you complete your answer. You have the right to finish answering the previous question before addressing another one. Simply continue talking, or ask the reporter to allow you to finish the answer.
Listen – Think – Respond

- Concentrate on each question
- Listen to the entire question
- Think of its implications
- Respond after consideration

Say “No” to “No Comment”

The phrase “no comment” implies that you are evading the issue, hiding something that would be damaging, or that you are guilty of some wrongdoing.

Never say “no comment.” Instead, give sound reasons why you will not or cannot answer a question (e.g., proprietary information, lack of authority, current or pending litigation, etc.).
**Trainer’s Check List**

**One Month Prior to your workshop...**

_____ Read the Trainer’s Manual and all its contents and supplements, cover to cover. Become familiar with all aspects of the workshop, and spend some time thinking through how you are going to adapt the outlines to fit the allotted time of your particular workshop.

_____ Test the CD-ROM in the Trainer’s Manual in your laptop to be sure it runs properly.

_____ Share the Workshop Description, target audience information, and Learning Objectives with the conference planners hosting your workshop to aid them with pre-conference publicity.

_____ Provide the conference planners with a brief biographical sketch for yourself and your co-presenter(s)

_____ Convey your room set-up needs to the conference planners to relay to the hotel or other conference center staff, including placement of tables, projection screen and LCD hook-up, and flip charts.

_____ Through the conference planners, arrange for coffee service (if there are no conference coffee breaks scheduled and your workshop is of 2 hours or longer duration)

_____ Through the conference planners, arrange for a box lunch to be served if yours will be a full-day workshop. Keep the cost under $500!!

**Two Weeks Prior to your workshop**

_____ Ask the conference planners to provide all the information they have on how many people are signed up for the workshop and, if the information is available, specifically who will be attending.
_____ Ask Awet Sellers at ICCA (asellers@iccaweb.org) to ship the LCD projector either
directly to you to carry with you or to arrange for shipment to you at the hotel or
conference center to arrive in time for your workshop.

_____ Discuss by phone with your co-presenter(s) the division of duties and content
presentation for the workshop. Designate the person responsible for bringing the laptop
to the workshop. Designate someone to be the “scribe” to write comments down on the
Flip Charts and to capture the comments in writing to relay back to
browning.jane54@gmail.com.

_____ Make copies of all the handouts in the Training Manual sufficient for the number
of people you expect to attend, from 10-30 sets.

Two Days Prior to your workshop

_____ Pack your laptop to carry with you to the conference!

Day of the Workshop – Before it begins

_____ Arrive in the room as much in advance of the workshop commencement as
possible to check the audio-visual connections with the hotel or conference center
technical people.

_____ Set up a table (or set materials out on an existing table) for sign-in sheets, name
badges (if needed)

_____ Put up the opening slide from the “Second Chances” Power Point

_____ Write the Pre-Test Questions (those under Part B, the “personal” questions” on
the Flip Chart

Day of the Workshop – During the training session

_____ Circulate a sign-in sheet to all participants
Day of the Workshop – At the Conclusion of the Meeting

____ Copy down all the comments captured on the Flip Charts during the course of the workshop.

____ Unplug the LCD Projector and ship it back to ICCA.

____ Check to be sure you have all your own electronic equipment, laptop, etc.

Day After the Workshop

____ Send the sign-in list from the workshop to browning.jane54@gmail.com

____ Convey the Flip Chart comments via email to browning.jane54@gmail.com. These comments will help refine and expand the Tool Kit, the Training Manual, and the content of future webinars.